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Recreation is a basic need, like food, 
shelter, water, and love. Playing does more 
than recharge our batteries. It re-creates 
us. It resurrects our inner child. It feeds our 
soul. Disc golf takes us to a place where 
time stands still, where the surly bonds of 
everyday cares and pressures are loosened. 
2014 looks to be a great year for disc golf, and 
we at Innova are honored to help to provide 
play that brings out the inner child in all of us.  

Sincerely, 
Dave Dunipace and Harold Duvall
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More Flexible,  Griptastic Star Plastic Light weight Star Plastic

Overmold DISCS
We’ve been very busy at Innova this past year 

working to deliver some exciting new products, 

foremost of which are our overmold discs. 

Overmolding is a process where we mold one 

part of a disc, and then mold another part of the disc 

around the first part. A two-part production process, 

delivering the right blend of plastic for rim and flight 

plate. The second part is overmolded over the first and 

produce a product just as durable as a single piece, 

with the advantages of two types of plastic.

With the introduction of the Atlas and Nova, 

Innova’s line of discs has taken a leap forward. 

The Atlas showed that Innova had a little 

something up their sleeve by creating the only 

overmold golf disc to utilize a grippy rim all the way 

around to the inner rim, where grip is key. Partner the 

reassuring grip with straight line flights, and you will 

find your bearing with the Atlas. 

The Nova followed soon after bringing overmold 

technology to the #1 putter brand in the world. 

There’s no mistaking the Nova for anything else on the 

market.  The Nova has a unique two-color look with 

a radiant starburst rim.  The Nova also has the full 

grippy rim with a firm flight plate. Combine the laser-

like putting accuracy with the reduced skid and roll on 

landing and a new Star is Born. 

FOXBAT
Mid-Range

New Technology New Models & PLASTICS

Diameter 21.8 centimeters

Max weight 180 grams

ATLAS

SPEED GLIDE TURN FADE

5 4 0 1
Outer Rim Soft Star Plastic

Flightplate Firm Star or Champion Plastic

Diameter 21.8 centimeters

Max weight 180 grams

Overmold Mid-Range

NOVA

SPEED GLIDE TURN FADE

2 3 0 0
Outer Rim Soft Pro Plastic

Flightplate Stiff Pro Plastic

Diameter 21.3 centimeters

Max weight 175 grams

Overmold Putt & Approach

SPEED GLIDE TURN FADE

5 6 -1 0

With great flexibility, comes great response. GStar is 
a new blend of softer, more flexible Star plastic that 
also looks great. These discs are more flexible than our 
original Star plastic, have great grip and vibrant colors 
that shimmer in sunlight.

We have also been busy expanding our StarLite line of 
discs. StarLite offers the great grip and durability as 
Star but in lower weights, making it easier for average 
players to get above-average results. The perfect line of 
discs for newer players, youths, seniors, and women. 

The Foxbat is a large diameter Mid-Range disc that 
offers supreme glide and slight graceful turn. An 
excellent disc for finesse players looking for a gently 
turning disc with a soft landing. This disc has a zero 
fade so it lands flat and stays put for less rollaways.
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Distance Drivers

Distance Drivers are at the 
pinnacle of golf disc design. They 
offer players more distance off the 
tee than other types of golf discs. 

Benefits
• Deliver maximum distance off the tee

• Our widest selection of models offers 
a disc for every player’s skill level

• Many Distance Drivers are offered in 
Star and Champion plastics to ensure 
longevity and optimal characteristics

• Boss (page 38) holds the World 
Distance Record of 836 feet  
(255 meters)

•For courses with water hazards, we 
offer floating drivers including the 
Dragon (page 31) and the Wahoo  
(page 37). All Blizzard models under 
140 grams float too!

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Fairway Drivers

Fairway Drivers are designed to 
offer players more accuracy than 
Distance Drivers without sacrificing 
too much distance. These are 
used when keeping the disc on the 
fairway or green is more important 
than maximum distance.

Benefits
• Deliver dependable distance control 

for consistent, accurate driving 

• Valuable disc for shorter, controlled 
drives and long approaches

• Easier for beginners to use than 
Distance Drivers

• Help to increase confidence through 
added control and consistency

• Leopard (page 27) should be 
everyone’s first Fairway Driver

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Mid-Range

Mid-Range discs are great 
for all types of shots and are 
recommended as a first disc for 
their ease of use and forgiving 
nature. Mid-Ranges are ideal for 
wooded courses and short drives.

Benefits
• Designed to provide accuracy and 

control for mid-range, approach shots 
and short to medium length drives 

• Provide dependability from fairway to pin

• Roc is the Mid-Range disc of choice for 
competitive players (page 20)

• The Atlas and Foxbat (page 23) are our 
newest Mid-Ranges, suitable for all

• Skeeter is the recommended Mid-Range 
disc for beginning players (page 24)

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Putt & Approach

Putt & Approach discs fly true at 
low and medium speeds, which 
is highly desirable when putting.  
These discs are also great for 
approaches and short drives.  The 
quickest way to lower scores in 
disc golf is mastery of your Putter.

Benefits
• Dependable, accurate and inspires 

putting confidence

• Ideal for controlled upshots, short 
drives and “go for it” shots

• Available in a variety of different 
models and plastics to match unique 
putting styles and grips

• Aviar is the most popular golf disc 
ever produced (pages 14-15)

DISTANCE

CONTROL

Innova produces a complete 
line of discs for the sport 
of disc golf. We create golf 
discs for every situation you 
may encounter from the tee 
to the green. Whether you 
are playing on a wide-open, 
windy course, threading a 
narrow wooded fairway, 
executing a flawless 
approach, escaping a 
difficult situation or nailing 
a crucial putt, Innova has a 
disc to match all your disc 
golf situations. 

Distance DriverFairway DriverMid-RangePutt & Approach
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Selection Charts - Let us show 
you the way
Keep your customers in the know. 
Our Selection Charts offer players 
a roadmap to choosing the right 
disc for them.  

These charts show up to date 
models, plastics, and flight 
characteristics. They allow players 
to make better decisions on discs 
that will improve their game.

Better in the wind, harder to turn over

Easier to throw far, turn over or roll

Better for power players

Better for players with less power

MID-RANGE DISCS

Better in the wind, harder to turn over

Easier to throw far, turn over or roll

PUTT & APPROACH DISCS

Better for power players

Better for players with less power

PUTTER AND MID-RANGE DISCS

• Good for sidearm shots• Unique Thumtrac® grip

Pig
When the wind kicks up, throw the Pig and bring home the bacon.

3| 1| 0| 3

• Floats in water
• Extra grip

Hydra
Three heads are better than one. It �oats, it putts and it approaches.

3| 3| 0| 2

• All skill levels
• Placement shots

Classic Roc
The first true approach disc. Outclass your opponents.

3| 3| 0| 2

• Easy to putt & throw straight• Beginner friendly

Dart
Zero in on the target. A straight flyer that will hit the mark.

3| 4| 0| 0

• Beginner friendly• Great glide

Aero
First in �ight. The original golf disc is still the straightest.

3| 6| 0| 0

• Placement shots
• Beginner friendly

XD
EXtra Distance for longer approaches. A great disc for starting out.

3| 4| -1| 1

• For rollers & turning shots• Beginner friendly

Wedge
Gain an edge with the Wedge. Open the door to lower scores.

3.5| 3| -3| 1

• Windy conditions• Unique Thumtrac® grip

Rhyno
Charge ahead of the competition. Ready to take on any headwind.

2| 1| 0| 3

• Windy conditions• Durable Star plastic

Aviar Driver
The Aviar for power players. Solid performance in all conditions.

2| 3| 0| 2

• Sti� durable plastic• Developed for power players

KC Pro Aviar
Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable and stiff. Good for windy approaches.

2| 3| 0| 2

• Soft and �exible
• Extra grip

JK Pro Aviar-X
Juliana Korver’s favorite putter. Grippy and dependable.

2| 3| 0| 2

• Firm, grippy plastic• Easy to putt & throw straight

Yeti Pro Aviar
No more missing links. Low profile firm Pro grip. Unique concave design. 

2| 3| 0| 1

• All skill levels
• Easy to putt & throw straight

Aviar Putt & ApproachOur most popular disc. The choice of champions for over 25 years. 

2| 3| 0| 1

• All skill levels
• Sti� plastic

Classic Aviar
The straightest flying Aviar. Period.Stiffer feel and straighter flights.

2| 3| 0| 0

• All skill levels
• Unique Thumtrac® grip

Birdie
When you drive close, you want a Birdie. Don't settle for par. 

1| 2| 0| 0

• Great for kids
• Straight �yer

Polecat
Feel the line. Let it go and it flies straight to the pole.

1| 3| 0| 0

• Beginner friendly• Great for kids

Sonic
Hear the sweet sound of chains with this beginner friendly disc.

1| 2| -4| 0

R

D
SS D

D

D
R D

DR
D

DR
CCSS E

• Windy conditions• Developed for power players

Gator
Quick and powerful, the Gator will wrestle the wind.

5| 2| 0| 3

• Windy conditions• Good for sidearms

Cro
Count on the Cro. It was made for power lines and power players.

5| 3| 0| 2

• All skill levels
• Holds a line well

Spider
Weave your way to the target with this versatile Mid-Range.

5| 3| 0| 1

• Beginner friendly• One-disc rounds

Skeeter
Bitten by the disc golf bug? The Skeeter will repel bogeys.

5| 5| -1| 1

• Turnover shots
• Easy to throw straight

Panther
A sleek hunter for wooded courses. For low, flat drives.

5| 4| -2| 1

• Great glide
• For rollers & turning shots

Kite
Blurring the lines between Mid-Range and Driver. A smooth turnover disc.

5| 6| -3| 1

• Long straight Mid-Range• Holds a line well

Mako
Take a bite out of your score with the Mako. Bring your score down under.

4| 5| 0| 0• Long straight Mid-Range• Handles power well

Super StingrayMore stable than the original Stingray, much straighter at speed.

4| 5| -1| 1

• Unique Thumtrac® grip• For rollers & turning shots

Wolf
The Wolf can help you capture elusive birdies. 

4| 3| -4| 1

CC SS E D

SS E GC
• Long straight Mid-Range• New lower pro�le design

Mako3
Built for straight shots to the pin with extra sweet glide on the side.

5| 5| 0| 0

CC

RSS D
SS CC D

• Long straight Mid-Range• Predictable finish

Coyote
On the hunt? Chase down birdies with this untamed Mid-Range.

4| 5| 0| 1

SS CC

• Great glide
• Easy to throw straight

Cobra
Snake through the course. Smoothturn and fade for fabulous flights.

4| 5| -2| 2

D
D

RSS D
SS D

• Beginner friendly• For rollers & turning shots

Stingray
For graceful gliding �ights. Just add power for more turn.

4| 5| -3| 1

SS D

• One-disc rounds
• All skill levels 

Shark
No target is safe from the Shark. Smooth �ights with bite at the end.

4| 4| 0| 2

SS D

• Long straight Mid-Range• Placement shots

Lycan
Easy to grip and release, the Lycan is consistent around the course.

4| 5| 0| 1

SS• #1 Mid-Range disc• All around performer

Roc
Like its namesake, this disc is larger than life. It’s legendary.

4| 4| 0| 3

GKSS D

• New lower pro�le design• Reliable �ights

Shark3
Swims smoothly down the fairway. Fast and sleek like its namesake.

5| 4| 0| 2

CC
• New lower pro�le design• Long and stable

Roc3
The Roc for people who love to to throw farther down the fairway.

5| 4| 0| 3

CC

• Easy to release
• Predictable finish

Roc+
A mellower Roc for those looking to transition into the best Mid-Range.

4| 5| 0| 2

CC R

R
R

D

D

K
SS

RCCSS D

DG
RSS CC

CC

• ‘Go To’ Mid-Range• Reliable performance

King Cobra
Wind & power resistant. Like a low profile Roc with a bit more speed. 

4| 5| 0| 2

CC

Get the inside scoop on new releases and tour action by liking Innova Discs on 
facebook. Just scan the QR code from your phone or go to  facebook.com/InnovaDiscs
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Grip / Durability / Performance

R R-PRO
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Good all-weather grip (best in wet weather)● Lighter weights allow less powerful throws to �y farther

● Best in cold weather

Choose the combination that best fits your needs. 

KC PRO  
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Pro’s choice for Putter and Mid-Range discs● For those who love the feel of DX, but want a longer lasting lifespan● KC Pro is a sti�er plastic that wears gradually

PK

STAR 
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Best combination of grip and durability● Pros prefer the long lasting performance● Grip and performance get better with age

SS

ECHO
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Earth-friendly fusion of recycled and new plastics are long lasting and feel great● Improved glide over Star or Champion● Better grip than Star

E

CHAMPION
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Long lasting durability - made for years of use● Recommended for use by power throwers● Slowest to lose original �ight characteristics●         Glow Champion is great for night play!

CC
GC

GC

D DX 
Grip 

Durability 

Bene�ts
● Good all-weather grip● Widest range of weights o�ered● Most a�ordable

●         Glow DX is great for night play! 

G
G

IT’S ALL IN 
THE NUMBERS

9| 4| -2| 2

 |    |    |  SPEED
GLIDE

TURN
FADE

SPEED (�rst number)  from 1 to 13SPEED is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve their true potential. Typically, a higher speed number means more upwind distance.GLIDE (second number)   from 1 to 6GLIDE measures the disc's ability to stay aloft at di�erent speeds. Typically, more glide means more downwind distance.  Newer players should look for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide.

TURN (third number) High Speed Turn | from -5 to +1 TURN is the tendency of a disc to turn right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the �ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn. A disc rated -5 will turn the easiest and is more suitable for newer players. 
FADE (last number) Low Speed Fade | from 0 to 5 All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will “hook” harder than others. A disc rated 0 is the straightest �nishing while a disc rated 5 will hook the most. * Right Hand Back Hand throws 

www.innovadiscs.com

NEW DISC

NEW DISC
NEW DISC

SLOWER - Speed 1 or 2
Slower putters save 
strokes on the green. Missed putts stay close to the pin.

LIGHT - 150-169 grams
Lighter putters are 
easier to throw and 
work well for longer 
putts.

HEAVY - 170+ grams
Heavier putters are best for windy days and are easier to keep near the pin.

FASTER - Speed 3 
Lower pro�le putters are easier to release and feel more comfortable in the hand.

We recommend 
heavier discs: 
170 grams to max
To counteract high 
torque throws, 
choose heavy discs 
or discs on the left 
side of the chart.

We recommend 
mid-weight discs: 
165-175 grams
Discs in the center of 
the chart are ideal 
for players who can 
get discs to mimic 
their �ight lines.

We recommend 
lighter discs: 
130-165 grams
Choose discs on the 
right of the chart 
and look for lighter 
weights. They’ll 
make playing and 
improving fun!

FLINGER
Beginners

Choose a disc suited to you

 THROWER
Skilled players

CRUSHER
Power players

1 2 3 4 5
300 ft

200 ft

100 ft

FLIGHT PATHS*

* Flight paths will vary based on skill, power and throwing style. Disc flights represent a flat straight right hand backhand throw in calm conditions at ideal throwing speed. 

© Copyright 2013 Innova Disc Golf
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Aero

●●Aviar Driver

 ● ●
Aviar P & A

 ●
Birdie

●


Classic Aviar
● ●

Classic Roc

 ● ●
Cobra

●● ●
Cro

  ●
Dart


Gator

●●


Hydra

●●


JK Pro Aviar

●
KC Pro Aviar

●
King Cobra

 ●
Kite

● ●
Lycan

●


Mako

● ●
Panther

 
Pig

 ● ●
Polecat

 
Rhyno

●●Wolf


Roc

●
Roc3

●●Shark

● ● ●
Skeeter

 ●
Sonic

●●Spider




Stingray

●●Super Stingray

●●Wedge

●●XD
 ●

Wolf
● ● ●

Wedge

●● ●
Yeti Pro Aviar

● ●
XD

●
Shark3

 ●
Roc+

●


Mako3

● ●●Coyote

Recommended Uses

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended            Floats 

Disc

For 30 years, Innova’s golf discs have been 

molded in the highest quality plastics. From our 

original DX plastic, which has superior grip, to 

Champion, which is our most durable, Innova 

has always set the bar. New this year is our GStar 

plastic, which features the durability and grip of 

Star, but with a softer, more flexible feel. Following 

on the popularity of Blizzard, our StarLite line has 

expanded to offer more models for players looking 

to lighten up. 

Innova Plastic Types Innova Disc Types

R-Pro DURABILITY

GRIP

Benefits
• Better grip in cold and wet 

• Improved feel for putting

• Rubbery material absorbs 
impacts, lowers deflections

• R-Pro Hydra and Wahoo float 
in water (page 16 & 37)R-Pro: $13.99

Innova’s R-Pro is softer for 
the best all-condition grip and 
improved feel. R-Pro is the best 
choice for cold weather and has a 
softer feel and more flexibility. 

DURABILITY

GRIP
Pro

Benefits
• Driver models tend to glide 

more than other plastics

• Provides an improved grip 
over our Champion plastic

• Some models available with 
colorful and unique I-Dye 
designs  (page 44)

Pro Drivers: $14.99
I-Dye Pro Drivers: $16.99
KC Pro: $13.99 

Innova’s Pro plastic is 
manufactured using a unique 
blend of plastics. Pro plastic is 
designed to add grip and glide. It 
is more durable than DX plastic.  

GRIP

DURABILITYDX
Benefits
• Good all-weather grip

• Most economically priced of 
our plastic lines

• Wears in progressively 
providing varied flight 
characteristics

• Glow DX for night action! 
(page 45)

DX: $9.99 
Glow DX: $12.99

Our most popular line of discs 
offers the widest selection of 
models and weights. Affordably 
priced with excellent grip for 
adverse weather conditions.  

Champion DURABILITY

GRIP

Benefits
• Handles the power of 

professional players

• Longest-lasting durability 
retains Innova flight 
characteristics longer

• Some models available in 
I-Dye designs (page 44) and 
Glow plastic (page 45)

Champion: $16.99
I-Dye Champion: $19.99
Glow Champion: $18.99

Innova’s Champion plastic is the 
original ultra-durable golf disc 
plastic. These discs wear slower 
and last for hundreds of rounds.
 

DURABILITY

GRIP
Blizzard

Benefits
• Players with less power can 

achieve more distance

• Astonishing glide for tailwind 
drives for any player

• Blizzard discs under 140 
grams can float in water

• Some models available in 
I-Dye designs (page 44)

Blizzard Champion: $16.99
I-Dye Blizzard Champion: $19.99 

Innova’s Blizzard plastic offers 
players lighter weights in popular 
models. Adding thousands of 
microbubbles reduces the density 
of the plastic.

GRIP

DURABILITYEchoStar
Benefits
• Echostar uses 50% to 100% 

pre-consumer recycled 
plastic

• Less expensive than Star and 
Champion!

• Even better grip than our 
already grippy Star plastic 

• More durable than ProEchostar: $15.99

Innova’s Echostar is a premium 
plastic made from discs that 
did not meet our quality control 
standards. The discs are sorted, 
ground up and reprocessed to 
create Echostar plastic. The 
result is buttery smooth plastic. 

DURABILITY

GRIP
GStar

Benefits
• Grippiest premium plastic

• Soft feel is excellent for cold 
weather disc golf

• Beautiful shimmering effect 
that dazzles in the sunlight

• Long-lasting durability
GStar: $17.99

GStar is an extra grippy and softer 
version of our premium Star 
plastic. Combination of flexibility 
and extra grip feels great in the 
hand, even in cold conditions.  
The G stands for great!

GRIP

DURABILITYStarLite
Benefits
• Players with less power can 

achieve more distance

• Astonishing glide for tailwind 
drives for any player

• Good all-weather grip

StarLite: $17.99

StarLite plastic offers players the 
look and feel of Star in weights 
all the way down to 130 grams. 
Models that were too heavy for 
players to throw are now within 
reach thanks to StarLite.

Star
Benefits
• Superior grip that performs 

well in most weather 
conditions   

• Long-lasting durability

• Some models available with 
colorful and unique I-Dye 
designs  (page 44)

Star: $17.99
I-Dye Star: $19.99

Innova’s Star plastic offers the 
best combination of grip and 
durability. Bright colors and slow 
wear mean players can throw Star 
discs for a long time. 

GRIP

DURABILITY

West Coast Order Line • 800-408-8449 East Coast Order Line • 800-476-3968 76



Juliana Korver Pro Aviar-X $13.99

Barry Schultz Champion Leopard $16.99

Barry Schultz Champion Beast $16.99

Ken Climo Pro Aviar $13.99

Ken Climo Pro Roc $13.99

Ken Climo Champion Eagle $16.99

Ken Climo Champion TeeBird $16.99

Ken Climo Champion Firebird $16.99

Ken Climo Star Wraith $17.99 

 

Paul McBeth Champion Roc3 $16.99

Paul McBeth GStar Krait $17.99

David Wiggins Blizzard Boss $16.99 Yeti Pro Aviar $13.99

World Distance
Record Holder

5x Womens
World Champion

‘09 World Champion

4x World Putting  
Champion

Avery Jenkins Star Destroyer $17.99

Photo by: Tim Day Photo by: Japan Open

Jay “Yeti” Reading

836 feet!

Signature Discs Signature Discs

CHAMPION
12x
WORLD

5x
U.S.

2012
MASTERS 
WORLD

2013 MASTERS 
WORLD CHAMPION

3x US Champion
2x World Champion

2x World Champion

2013 WORLD 
CHAMPION

West Coast Order Line • 800-408-8449 East Coast Order Line • 800-476-3968 98



SPEED 4&5

SPEED 5

SPEED 4MID-RANGE 
DISCS
Page 18-25

GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW FAR

SPEED 8

SPEED 9

SPEED 11

SPEED 12

SPEED 13

SPEED 10

SPEED 7

SPEED 6

GOOD FOR WIND AND SIDEARMS ALL-AROUND PERFORMER   EASIER TO THROW FAR

FAIRWAY  
DRIVERS
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Over 30 years ago, Innova invented the modern golf disc with the release of the Aero (originally 

called the Eagle) back in 1983. Until then, disc golf was played with flying discs more akin to Ultimate 

discs. With the invention of the beveled edged golf disc, true golf discs were born. Those early golf discs 

are the Putt & Approach discs of today. They are designed to fly well at low speeds, but are often used by 

players for longer shots due to their predictability. Players can shave the most strokes from their putting 

game, so figuring out the right putter for your game is one of the best ways to lower your disc golf score.

Beginner Putters – Starting with the Right Disc 

Putters are ideal for new players. People unfamiliar with 

the techniques to throw far will enjoy the simple natural 

grip, easy release and straightforward flight of putters. The 

Sonic is a great disc for a player familiar with catch discs. 

The Aero and the Wedge are great learning discs.

Pro and Power Putters – Confidence in All Weather 

Putters designed for windy conditions are also excellent 

discs for controlled drives and approaches. Many top 

players have found the usefulness of a putter with low 

glide like the Pig and the Rhyno. The KC Aviar offers a stiff 

durable plastic and a straight flight for power shots. 

Straight and True: Good traits for a Putter  
Many putters offer straight flights for short or long shots. 

When you want to get from point A to point B, take the 

direct route. The Birdie feels right for new players and flies 

straight and slow. The Aviar is about the truest flying golf 

disc ever made. The Nova is a newer model that is lighting 

up the chains with straight flights and a grippy rim.
Go For It!

Headwind!

Fun for kids!

New & true!

World Champ!

Less effort!

Most popular!

Approaches!

Laser straight!
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Putt & Approach Putt & Approach SPEED  1

 DX Birdie  150-175 gm $9.99speed glide turn fade

 1 2  0 0

• All skill levels
• Great for kids
• Unique Thumtrac®

The Birdie is an excellent “go-for-it” disc and 
an excellent approach disc. It is a slow, straight 
Putter that lessens the chances of overshooting 
the green. The sure Thumtrac® grip makes it 
easy to grip and throw.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Birdie 

speed glide turn fade

 1 3  0 0
 DX Polecat  150-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids
• Straight flyer

The Polecat is an ideal disc for families and 
kids. It flies flat and straight. A low profile, 
point and shoot, easy-to-release Putt & 
Approach disc. 

Polecat

speed glide turn fade

 1 2 -4 0
 DX Sonic  130-177 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids 
• Most like catch discs

The Sonic is a great disc if you are new to disc 
golf and can throw a catch disc. As a Putter, the 
Sonic has a dead-straight flight and sticks well 
in the chains. The Sonic also makes a versatile 
short range approach and escape disc when 
thrown sidearm or backhand. This disc is very 
beginner friendly.

Sonic

DX

DX

DX

The Right Flight for Every Shot 

Each disc uses a unique airfoil design that will react differently when thrown. 

Red flights ( , , & ) will require more power or advanced technique to 

achieve full flight. These are only recommended for experienced players or 

windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for newer players, these discs are more 

forgiving and will fly farther with less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are our straightest fliers in their speed 

category. These are discs designed for controlled flight in most conditions.
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Putt & Approach SPEED  2 Putt & Approach SPEED  2

 Star Aviar Driver  170-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Aviar Driver  165-175 gm $17.99

 Star Aviar  150-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Aviar  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Aviar  165-175 gm $16.99
 R-Pro Aviar  165-175 gm $13.99
 Glow DX Aviar  165-175 gm $12.99 
 DX Aviar  150-175 gm $9.99

 Yeti Pro Aviar  165-175 gm $13.99 Star Rhyno  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Rhyno  165-175 gm $16.99
 R-Pro Rhyno  165-175 gm $13.99 
 DX Rhyno  150-175 gm $9.99 

speed glide turn fade

 2 3  0 2
speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 1

• Durable Star plastic
• Windy conditions
• Extra grip

• Top seller!
• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels

The Aviar Driver is made from the Big
Bead Aviar Driver mold. It has the same flight 
characteristics as the KC Pro Aviar, but in tough 
Star plastic. Perfect for drives, approaches, and 
putts. Tryi it in GStar for excellent grip!

The Aviar Putt & Approach is the number one 
Putter in disc golf.  Aviar is our most popular 
disc having won more World Championships 
than all other Putters combined.  

speed glide turn fade

 2 1   0 3

• Unique Thumtrac®
• Windy conditions
• Developed for pros

The Rhyno is essential in the wind for short to 
medium range shots. The Rhyno’s Thumtrac® 
gives it a sure grip and reliable performance in 
any situation.  

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Yeti Pro Aviar
speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 1

• Long straight putter
• Flexible and grippy
• Low profile design

The unique slightly concave top of the Yeti 
allows for a lower profile and a straighter flight 
than our other big bead models. The Yeti Pro 
Aviar is a straight flying putter that works well 
on the course too. We’ve developed the Yeti in 
a firm, grippy blend of R-Pro plastic. The grippy 
firm plastic feels great in any weather. 

Rhyno

Aviar Driver Aviar P&A 

speed glide turn fade

 2 3  0 2
speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 0
 KC Pro Aviar  165-175 gm $13.99  Pro Nova  165-175 gm $16.99

• Windy conditions
• Developed for pros
• Stiff plastic

• Beginner friendly
• Pro-friendly stiffness
• Chain-grabbing grip

The KC (Ken Climo) Pro Aviar is made from
the Big Bead Aviar Driver mold in a firm
blend of special Pro plastic for players who
prefer a stiffer disc. The preferred model of
top pro players.    

The Nova is a unique putter designed with 
overmold technology. The rim uses a grippy 
putter Pro plastic, which is fused to a stiff, 
firm Pro plastic center section. The Nova has 
a stable flight that is amazingly predictable 
whether thrown hard or smooth. The mating 
of two materials deadens blows with objects, 
especially chains, making it a great putter.

KC Pro Aviar NOVA

speed glide turn fade

 2 3  0 2
 JK Pro Aviar-x  165-175 gm $13.99

• Flexible & grippy
• Windy conditions
• Smooth approaches

The JK (Juliana Korver) Aviar is made from the 
Big Bead Aviar Driver mold. Made of R-Pro, it 
is more flexible and grippier than other Aviar 
models. Like all Aviars, it is perfect for driving, 
approaching and putting. 

JK Pro Aviar-X

ST DX

CH DXST RP

PR

CHGSST RP

RP

G

RP Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

speed glide turn fade

2 3 0 0
 DX Classic Aviar  150-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels
• Stiff plastic

The Classic Aviar has a firm grip and is our 
straightest flying Aviar model from start to 
finish. Reliable in all conditions and is excellent 
for drives, approach shots and putts. The “Grid” 
design goes back to the early days of the Aviar... 
in the 1980s. It’s a classic. 

Classic Aviar DX

PR

GS
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Putt & Approach SPEED  3 Putt & Approach SPEED  3

speed glide turn fade

 3 4  0 0
 Star Dart  165-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Dart  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Dart  165-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Dart  160-175 gm $15.99
 R-Pro Dart  165-175 gm $13.99
 DX Dart  150-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels
• Long straight Putter

The Dart is a small diameter Putter with a 
straight flight.  The Dart is especially good for 
long range putts and go-for shots.  It has a 
flight similar to our Aviar Putt & Approach but 
has less low speed fade and a little more range.  
One nice thing about this disc is that it holds 
the line for a long time.

Dart CH RPST DXEC

 R-Pro Hydra  172 gm $13.99

 R-Pro Pig  170-175 gm $13.99

speed glide turn fade

 3 3  0 2

• Floats in water!
• Windy conditions
• Extra grip

The Hydra is our only Putter that floats in water. 
Confident flights are the norm regardless of 
most wind conditions. The Hydra uses a special 
grippy plastic that inspires confidence in wet 
or dry weather. All Hydras weigh approximately 
172 grams. 

speed glide turn fade

 3 1  0 3

• Hyzer putting
• Windy putts
• Headwind approaches

The Pig was designed for wind play.  Also great 
for short range spike shots and overstable 
putting. The Thumtrac® provides a sure grip 
on both sidearm throws and putts. Players will 
appreciate the Pig when the winds kick up.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Pig

Hydra 

speed glide turn fade

 3 3  0 2
 DX Classic Roc  150-175 gm $9.99

• Small hands
• Beginner friendly
• Good for sidearms

The Classic Roc is an enduring design. First 
molded in 1985, the Classic Roc is a smooth 
straight flyer and will give novices “center cut” 
accuracy. With a smaller rim, it is great for kids 
and players with small hands. 

Classic Roc

RP

DX

RP

 DX XD  150-175 gm $9.99

 DX Aero  150-180 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

 3 4 -1 1

• Small hands
• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids

The XD is a great all around performer and will 
speed the learning curve for beginners. XD has 
a low profile grip which is secure but easy to 
release. It is accurate and easy to throw for 
short drives, approaches and putts. 

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Aero
speed glide turn fade

 3 6  0 0

• Beginner friendly
• Great glide
• Long straight Putter

Talk about old-school. The Aero is the original 
beveled edge golf disc. Nothing else can stake 
that claim. If you need a smooth flying disc for 
approaches or as a gift for a new player, the 
Aero is a great choice. Even after 30 years of 
advances, the Aero is still one of the straightest 
flying discs out there. 

XD

speed glide turn fade

3.5 3 -3 1
 Star Wedge  150-175 gm $17.99
 DX Wedge  150-175 gm $9.99

• All skill levels
• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids

The Wedge is easy to grip and release for 
smaller hands or for those who prefer a low 
profile straight flying Putter. When used as 
a Putter, it has a great neutral flight. For 
beginners, the Wedge is a great all around disc 
because of its straight flight and minimal fade. 

Wedge ST DX

DX

DX

Photo by Gia Scarpulla at Charleston Classic

GS
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The Right Flight for Every Shot 

Each disc uses a unique airfoil design 

that will react differently when thrown. 

Red flights (  & ) will require more 

power or advanced technique to 

achieve full flight. These are only 

recommended for experienced players 

or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for 

newer players, these discs are more 

forgiving and will fly farther with 

less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are 

our straightest fliers in their speed 

category. These are discs designed for 

controlled flight in most conditions.

Mid-Range Discs SPEED  4

Easy-to-throw Mids – Ideal for Newer Players 

New players looking for a first disc should look at the Stingray, 

Wolf, and Kite. These discs offer easy to grip rims and amplified 

turn, which will help new players extend their distance. As 

players get better, they can move to models with less turn, like 

the new Atlas and Foxbat. 

Stable Power Mids – For Headwinds and Power Players 

Those looking for the most wind-resistant Mids need look no 

further than the Cro and the Gator. The Gator will do battle in all 

wind conditions. The King Cobra and Shark3 are fast stable discs 

designed for the player looking for trustworthy mids. 

More Straight Mids – Making Golf Easier 

Innova offers a large variety of straight flying Mid-Range discs 

for every type of thrower. New players should seek out the 

Skeeter, for straighter flights. The Mako3 flies true, regardless 

of player skill. The Atlas is ideal for players who want a disc that 

flies flat and straight, plus it just looks cool.

The Roc – The Perennial Favorite 

Since the first release of the Roc, back in 1989, it has defined 

excellence in a Mid-Range disc. Pros favor the Roc because it is 

reliably accurate in all wind conditions. The Roc is offered in a 

variety of plastics. From the DX Roc to the KC Pro Roc to the R-Pro 

Roc to the Champion Roc3, choose the Roc that works best for 

you and add confidence to your Mid-Range game.   

Our Mid-Range discs are the bread and butter of your disc golf game. Whether you are new to 

the game or a seasoned professional, everybody can benefit from the controlled flights inherent in the 

Mid-Range category. A beginner will learn more and accelerate their technique by focusing on getting 

a Mid-Range to fly farther. Top pros rely on Mid-Ranges for their consistent flights round after round.

The Original!

Strrrrraight!

Headwind!

Easy Throws!

One hot disc!

Control!

Upshots!

Crazy Glide!

Pro Favorite!

Glide!

All Around!

Most Turn!

Mid-Range Discs

Photo by Chris Hall at Redwood Curtain, Arcata, CA
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Mid-Range Discs SPEED  4 Mid-Range Discs SPEED  4

 Star Rancho Roc  170-180 gm $17.99
 Star San Marino Roc 170-180 gm $17.99  
 KC Pro Roc  150-180 gm $13.99 
 Glow DX Roc  160-180 gm $12.99 
 DX Roc  150-180 gm $9.99 

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 3

• Windy conditions 
• All around performer
• Fan favorite!

The Roc is a favorite of pros and amateurs alike. 
Smooth, accurate flight in any wind condition 
makes this a must for any serious player’s 
game. Brand new, it is a consistent, accurate 
wind beater. Well worn, the Roc becomes a 
trusted and consistent finesse disc with a slow, 
predictable turn. The Roc is an instant classic.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Roc

speed glide turn fade

4 5 0 2
 Champ. King Cobra 170-180 gm $16.99

• ‘Go To’ Mid-Range
• Technical shots
• Reliable performance

The King Cobra has the stability players are 
looking for in a Mid-Range combined with long 
lasting Champion plastic. With just the right 
amount of high speed turn to fly straight at full 
power, the King Cobra is a perfect ‘Go-To’ Mid-
Range which should become straighter finishing 
with age.

 GStar Shark  170-180 gm $17.99
 DX Shark  150-180 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

4 4 0 2

• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels
• Most popular Mid

Point and shoot predictability is why the Shark 
is our best selling Mid-Range. The Shark 
features the predictability of a Roc, but with 
a straighter flight. This is one of the best all 
around discs for a beginner, but don’t tell that 
to top pros. Because they count on it for one 
reason: Predictability.

Shark DX

King Cobra CH

DXGLST PR

Photo by Scott Markquart  - Justin Trails Classic DGC

 Champ. S. Stingray 165-180 gm $16.99

Super Stingray
speed glide turn fade

4 5 -1 1

• Straight shots
• Technical shots
• Finesse lines

The Super Stingray is a straighter Stingray to 
handle players with power. For fans of the old 
Champion Stingray, the Super Stingray is a 
little more stable out of the box. The new flight 
numbers reflect more stability and a straighter 
flight, making the Super Stingray a great choice 
for technical shots and finesse lines.

CH

 Star Mako  160-180 gm $17.99
 Glow Ch. Mako  165-180 gm $18.99 
 EchoStar Mako  175-180 gm $15.99

speed glide turn fade

4 5 0 0

• Beginner friendly
• Long straight Mid-Range
• All skill levels

The Mako is a large diameter Mid-Range disc. It 
is our straightest flying and straightest finishing 
Mid-Range disc. It has the flight characteristic 
of a Putter, with the glide and speed of a Mid-
Range disc.

Mako CGST EC

 DX Cobra  150-180 gm $9.99speed glide turn fade

4 5 -2 2

• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels
• Roller disc

The Cobra is an excellent all-around disc that 
is easy to throw. Great for rollers, turnovers and 
finesse shots. The Cobra is a long time favorite 
because it gets better with age. The DX Cobra is 
a terrific disc for beginners.  

Cobra DX

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

speed glide turn fade

4 3 -4 1
 DX Wolf  150-180 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• Unique Thumtrac®
• Roller disc

The Wolf features the Thumtrac® for great grip 
and reliability.  The Wolf is great for threading 
narrow fairways as well as turnover shots.  The 
Wolf is an excellent roller disc.  

Wolf DX

GS
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Mid-Range Discs SPEED  4/5 Mid-Range Discs SPEED  4/5

 Champion Shark3  165-180 gm $16.99

 GStar Roc3  170-180 gm $17.99
 Champion Roc3  165-180 gm $16.99

speed glide turn fade

5 4 0 2

• Low profile
• Improved plastic
• Reliable flight

The Champion Shark3 swims smoothly down the 
fairway. This predictable shot shaper features 
a smooth rim and consistent release. Rescue 
long approaches and circle the pin with the 
Champion Shark3.

speed glide turn fade

5 4 0 3

• Low profile
• Improved plastic
• Long and stable

The Roc3 is geared to be a fast, straight Roc, 
that excels at controlled approaches & mid-
range drives. Available in a wide variety of 
translucent, candy-like flavors, the Roc3 is too 
sweet to resist. The Roc3 is a signature disc 
of Paul McBeth, 2012 & 2013 PDGA World 
Champion.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

Roc3

Shark3 

speed glide turn fade

4 5 0 2
 Champion Roc+    170-180 gm $16.99
 R-Pro Roc+  165-180 gm $13.99

• All skill levels
• Smooth release rim
• Great glide

The Roc+ has a modified rim that allows for 
a smooth release when throwing the disc. The 
Roc+ flies very straight and stable at high 
speeds and has less low speed overstability than 
other Rocs. A portion of Champion Roc+ sales 
support the US Disc Golf Championship. Many 
Champion Roc+ have a unique second stamp 
that promotes the support of the USDGC.

Roc+

CH

CH

CH RP

Photo of Paul McBeth at USDGC by Corduroy Photography

speed glide turn fade

5 5 0 0
 Star Mako3  170-180 gm $17.99
 Champion Mako3  165-180 gm $16.99

• Lower profile
• Improved plastic
• Long and straight

The Champion Mako3 is built for straight shots 
to the pin with extra sweet glide on the side. 
Featuring our latest ‘jolly launcher candy-like 
plastic’, the Mako3 will add sugar to your game.

MAKO3 CHST

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

 Star Atlas  165-180 gm $19.99
 Champion Atlas  165-180 gm $19.99

speed glide turn fade

5 4 0 1

• Two-Piece Molding
• Grippy Rim
• Stiff Flight Plate

The Atlas is an overmolded disc that combines 
a firm, low-profile flight plate with a grippy 
rim. This Mid-Range flies straight with minimal 
fade, combining accuracy and control with an 
ergonomic grip. The Atlas performs well for both 
backhand and forehand throwers forgiving small 
throwing errors better than other Mid-Ranges. 

ATLAS 

speed glide turn fade

4 5 -3 1
 DX Stingray  150-180 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids
• Roller disc

 Star Foxbat  165-180 gm $17.99

FOXBAT
speed glide turn fade

5 6 -1 0

• Straight shots
• Technical shots
• Finesse lines

The Foxbat is a little bit old-school in approach, 
but the result is a Mid-Range that is friendly 
to new and experienced players. For less 
experienced players, the Foxbat will be easy to 
throw straight. Experienced players will be able 
to throw long turnover approach shots that stay 
turned over. 

The Stingray is our best Mid-Range disc for 
turning shots.  It has excellent glide and a flight 
pattern that helps stretch out shots for newer 
players. It is one of our most popular rollers. 

Stingray DX

ST

CHST

GS
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Mid-Range Discs SPEED  5 Mid-Range Discs SPEED  5

 Star Cro  170-175 gm $17.99
 R-Pro Cro  170-175 gm $13.99
 DX Cro  160-175 gm $9.99

 Star Kite  160-175 gm $17.99
 EchoStar Kite  165-175 gm $15.99
 DX Kite  150-175 gm $9.99

 Champion Panther 165-175 gm $16.99 Star Gator  165-175 gm $17.99
 DX Gator  150-175 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

5 3 0 2
speed glide turn fade

5 6 -3 1

• Windy conditions
• All skill levels
• Good for sidearms

• Beginner friendly
• Great glide
• Roller disc

The Cro flies straight to the target. It is well 
suited for both backhand and forehand shots. 
Like a smaller diameter faster Roc, the Cro 
flies predictably and accurately in all wind 
conditions. The rim depth and shape offer a 
confidence inspiring smooth release.

The Kite has the most glide of the smaller Mid-
Range discs and is very easy for beginners to 
throw. Newer players will appreciate the Kite’s 
straight to slightly understable flight path. 
For more advanced players, the Kite is a long 
turnover disc with great glide and minimal fade. 

speed glide turn fade

5 2 0 3

• Windy conditions
• Developed for pros
• Good for sidearms

The Gator is a power control disc that delivers 
pin-point accuracy, even in adverse wind 
conditions.  This is the disc for high power 
throwers who need to control their accuracy. 

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

Panther
speed glide turn fade

5 4 -2 1

• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids
• Roller disc

The Panther is a slightly understable Mid-Range 
disc with a shallow rim.  Players of all abilities 
can use it for throwing short, medium and long 
approach shots. The Panther is a perfect disc 
for those learning to throw a slow controlled 
turnover shot.  The Panther makes a great small 
diameter roller for mid to long range shots.

Gator

Cro Kite 

speed glide turn fade

5 3 0 1
 Star Spider  160-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Spider  160-175 gm $16.99
 DX Spider  150-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels
• Good for sidearms

The Spider is a Mid-Range disc that works for 
hyzer, straight and turnover throws.  Throw it with 
the nose up and the Spider will turn left. Throw it 
with the nose down and it will turn right. 

Spider

speed glide turn fade

5 5 -1 1
 Star Skeeter  150-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Skeeter  165-175 gm $17.99
 DX Skeeter  130-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• Great for kids
• Long straight Mid-Range

The Skeeter is all you need to get started disc 
golfing. It is our best one-disc disc. The Skeeter 
has a straight flight and slight, but dependable 
fade. Great for putting, approaching and short 
drives. The Skeeter is a great beginner disc. 
Available in lighter weights for younger players.

Skeeter

DX CH

ST DXEC

CHST DX

GS DXST

Photo by Daniel Peters - Hole 12, Flat Rock, Athol, MA    

ST

ST DXRP
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Fairway Drivers SPEED  6

speed glide turn fade

6 4 +1 5
 DX Viper  150-180 gm $9.99

• Windy conditions
• Large diameter
• Good for sidearms

The Viper is a large diameter overstable disc 
that is reliable in all wind conditions. The 
Viper changed the way disc golf is played by 
becoming the first disc used for the “Flex 
Shot”. It broke the World Distance Record three 
times. Excellent choice for sidearm throwers. 
Recommended for experienced players. 

VIPER

Each disc uses a unique airfoil design that will react differently when 

thrown. 

Red flights (  & ) will require more power or advanced technique to achieve 

full flight. These are only recommended for experienced players or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for newer players, these discs are more 

forgiving and will fly farther with less effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are our straightest fliers in their speed 

category. These are discs designed for controlled flight in most conditions.

Fairway Drivers may be easy to overlook, but true 

players prize them. They are the perfect bridge between 

the short range accuracy of a Mid-Range and the 

envelope pushing Distance Drivers. The Fairway Driver is 

a balance of two superpowers; Accuracy and Distance. 

The Right Flight for Every Shot 

DX

Fairway DriversFairway Drivers

 DX Gazelle  150-175 gm $9.99

 DX Whippet  150-175 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

6 4 0 2

• All around performer
• All skill levels
• Long straight flight

The Gazelle is a versatile control disc for players 
of all skill levels. It is a dependable driver that 
has a long straight flight with a predictable 
fade at the end. The Gazelle works well in 
headwind conditions for both long and medium 
range shots. It has a narrow rim that is easy for 
smaller hands to grip.

speed glide turn fade

6 3 +1 5

• Overhead shots
• Windy conditions
• Good for sidearms

This disc is more pit bull than Whippet. It 
could use a spiked collar too. High spike shots, 
sidearm shots and overhead shots like the 
thumber or tomahawk are made easy with the 
Whippet. Accurate and dependable in the wind. 
Try it and you’ll want to Whip-it, too.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

Whippet

Gazelle 

speed glide turn fade

6 4 -2 2
 DX Cheetah  150-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner friendly
• All around performer
• All skill levels

The Cheetah is a great driver for throwing 
straight long shots at any skill level.  It is a 
very versatile disc that is predictably stable at 
lower speeds and will turnover slightly at higher 
speeds. It is an excellent disc choice for younger 
disc golfers.

Cheetah

speed glide turn fade

6 5 -2 1
 Star Leopard  150-175 gm $17.99 
 GStar Leopard  155-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Leopard 150-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Leopard  165-175 gm $15.99
 Pro Leopard  165-175 gm $14.99
 DX Leopard  150-175 gm $9.99

• Top seller!
• Beginner friendly
• Roller disc

Endorsed by Two-Time World Champion Barry 
Schultz, the Leopard should be everyone’s first 
Fairway Driver. It is useful for long straight 
shots, gentle hyzers and turnover shots. The 
Leopard also makes a great roller once it 
becomes “experienced”.

Leopard

DX

CHGSST DX

DX

DX

PREC

SPEED  6SPEED  6
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Fairway Drivers SPEED  7 Fairway Drivers SPEED  7

 Star TeeBird  150-175 gm $17.99
 GStar TeeBird  165-175 gm $17.99
 StarLite TeeBird  130-150 gm $17.99
 KC Champion TeeBird 150-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar TeeBird  165-175 gm $15.99
 Glow DX TeeBird  165-175 gm $12.99
 DX TeeBird  150-175 gm $9.99

 Champion Banshee 150-175 gm $16.99
 DX Banshee  150-175 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

7 5 0 2

• Top seller!
• Developed for pros
• Windy conditions

The TeeBird is our most accurate and reliable 
Fairway Driver. It is the top choice for pros 
including 12-Time World Champion Ken Climo.  
Excellent for pin-point accuracy and distance. 
The new StarLite TeeBird allows less powerful 
players to command this killer utility disc. The 
GStar TeeBird has all the durability of Star, but 
in a softer feeling plastic.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

Banshee
speed glide turn fade

7 3 0 3

• Windy conditions
• Good for sidearms
• Power players

The Banshee is very reliable in all wind 
conditions and will fly far and accurately into 
the wind. An excellent power disc for backhand 
and sidearm. It’s not gonna go crazy far, but it 
will always finish hard left (for RHBH).

TeeBird 

speed glide turn fade

7 4 -1 3
 Star Eagle  150-175 gm $17.99
 KC Champion Eagle 150-175 gm $16.99
 DX Eagle  150-175 gm $9.99

• Windy conditions
• Developed for pros
• Long straight flight

The Eagle is one of the original wide rimmed 
drivers, and we really hit the nail out of the 
ballpark with this one. The distance and control 
of the Eagle gives it control when you need it 
most. Keep one in your bag for sidearms or 
S-turns. The Eagle is graceful, swift and fierce 
all at once.

Eagle

speed glide turn fade

7 5 0 1
 Star TL  160-175 gm $17.99
 Champion TL  165-175 gm $16.99

• Beginner friendly
• All around performer
• Long straight flight

The TL is one of the most controllable discs on 
the market. It has a great straight flight with lots 
of glide and little fade. Great for long straight 
tunnel shots and when keeping your disc in the 
fairway is important.

TL CHST

CHST DX

CH DX

CHSLGSST DXEC

Photos by Corduroy Photography at USDGC

G

On October 5th, 2013, Steve Brinster won the United States Disc Golf 
Championship in one of the most dramatic finishes in tournament 
history. This was also the first USDGC won by someone who was not a 
full-time disc golfer. Steve works full-time running a family business, 
is happily married, and has two young children; twins!

S T E V E  B R I N S T E R
2 0 1 3  U S  C H A M P I O N
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The Right Flight for Every Shot 

Each disc uses a unique airfoil design 

that will react differently when thrown. 

Red flights (  & ) will require more 

power or advanced technique to 

achieve full flight. These are only 

recommended for experienced players 

or windy play.

Green flights ( , , & ) are better for 

newer players, these discs are more 

forgiving and will fly farther with less 

effort.

Orange and yellow flights (  & ) are 

our straightest fliers in their speed 

category. These are discs designed for 

controlled flight in most conditions.

Distance Drivers Distance Drivers SPEED  8

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

speed glide turn fade

8 5 -2 2

speed glide turn fade

8 6 -4 1

 DX Dragon  150 gm $9.99

 DX Archangel  150-175 gm $9.99

• Floats in water!
• Beginner friendly
• Extra grip

• Beginner friendly
• Great glide
• Roller disc

The Dragon floats in water. The Dragon is made 
with a special grippy plastic. It is a lightweight 
driver with excellent glide for less powerful 
throwers who want to get more distance with 
less effort. All Dragons are 150 grams.

The Archangel is one of the easiest drivers for 
beginners to learn to throw far. Its glide is even 
more dramatic in lighter weights.  Excellent 
for high turnover shots and rollers too. The 
Archangel is one of the best discs for high 
altitude play.   

Dragon DX

Archangel

StarLite Drivers – Distance for Newer Players 

For those new to the game, or looking for easy to throw 

discs, StarLite will delight. The StarLite Wraith makes a 

great first Distance Driver. The StarLite Tern offers great 

glide to get you down the fairway.  The record setting 

StarLite Valkyrie is bound to pick up new fans in StarLite.

GStar Drivers – Gorgeous and Flexible Star Plastic 

GStar plastic offers the durability of Star plastic with a 

great grip and added flexibility. Get a grip on easy turns 

with the GStar Beast. The GStar Destroyer will be a hot 

commodity as it is one of the most demanded molds. The 

GStar Krait is a new signature disc for two-time World 

Champion Paul McBeth. It has long smooth stability. 

EchoStar Drivers – For Skilled Players  
Reduce your footprint and hopefully your scores by 

throwing EchoStar discs.  Star durability and performance 

are born again in the EchoStar line.  Newer players will 

appreciate the amazing distance of the EchoStar Mamba. 

Power players can really dial in long shots with the 

EchoStar Boss. The EchoStar Tern has amazing potential. 

Wind Fighting Drivers – A Driver for Every Situation 

Looking to beat the wind or fade hard at the end of the 

flight?  Then look to our power Line-up.  These discs offer 

serious players some options for their driving game. From 

the classic Firebird to the new school favorite the XCaliber. 

Smash a Monster into any headwind. 

Our Distance Drivers are designed to bring maximum range and predictability off the tee.  

Whatever challenges a course may present, we have a Distance Driver to answer the challenge.  From 

Distance Drivers designed for power players to discs designed for maximum distance, we have a driver 

for every player.

DX

The Classic

Maxed out!

Smooth Control

Get more D!

Stable Bombs!

Goes so far!

McBeth Choice

Go farther!

Spike Hyzers

Top Driver

Pearly Beauty

Great glide!
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Distance Drivers SPEED  9 Distance Drivers SPEED  9

Distance Drivers SPEED  10

 Champion Viking  160-175 gm $16.99
 DX Viking  150-175 gm $9.99

 Star Roadrunner  165-175 gm $17.99 
 GStar Roadrunner  165-175 gm $17.99 
 StarLite Roadrunner 135-164 gm $17.99 
 Ch. Glow Roadrunner 165-175 gm $18.99
 Champion Roadrunner 165-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Roadrunner 173-175 gm $15.99

 Star Firebird  150-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Firebird  165-175 gm $17.99 
 Champion Firebird 150-175 gm $16.99
 DX Firebird  150-175 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

9 4 -1 2

• All around performer
• Easy to throw far
• Low fade

The Viking is our straightest and most versatile 
Distance Driver from start to finish. An excellent 
choice for long, narrow fairway shots, as well as 
graceful left or right turning shots. This is the 
Valkyrie’s more stable brother. 

speed glide turn fade

9 3 0 4

• Windy conditions
• Overhead shots
• Good for sidearms

The Firebird has long been one of our most 
popular upwind Distance Drivers. The Firebird’s 
superior speed and high speed stability make 
play on windy days a breeze. A favorite of 
sidearm and overhead throwers.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

Roadrunner
speed glide turn fade

9 5 -4 1

• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels
• Roller disc

The Roadrunner is a very versatile long range 
Distance Driver with lots of glide. It makes an 
excellent finesse driver or long range roller. This 
disc has the accuracy of a Fairway Driver plus it 
can deliver big distance as well.  

Firebird

Viking 

speed glide turn fade

10 3 0 5
speed glide turn fade

9 4 -2 2
 Star Monster  165-175 gm $17.99 
 Champion Monster 165-175 gm $16.99

 Star/StarLite Valkyrie 130-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Valkyrie  165-175 gm $17.99  
 Ch. Glow Valkyrie  170-175 gm $18.99
 Champion Valkyrie 150-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Valkyrie  165-175 gm $15.99
 Pro Valkyrie  165-175 gm $14.99
 Glow Valkyrie  165-175 gm $12.99
 DX Valkyrie  130-175 gm $9.99

 Star Starfire  160-175 gm $17.99 
 Champion Starfire  160-175 gm $16.99
 Pro Starfire  165-175 gm $14.99
 DX Starfire  150-175 gm $9.99

• Windy conditions
• Overhead shots
• Good for sidearms

• World Record holder!
• Beginner friendly
• All skill levels

• Windy conditions
• Long straight flight
• Good for sidearms

The Monster delivers confidence, power and 
distance into the wind. It is one of our most 
overstable, wind beating Distance Drivers. It 
is designed for pro level players with monster 
power whether throwing backhand or sidearm.

The Valkyrie is one of our most versatile drivers. 
This is the disc that set the world record of 820 
feet in 2002. That record stood for 10 long 
years. The Valkyrie is one of our most popular 
beginner discs. It also makes a great long-range 
roller. Players of all abilities can find a reason to 
throw the Valkyrie.

Let the Starfire make you a Star. The Starfire 
is great into headwinds and flies long and flat. 
It is a triple threat with speed, accuracy and 
stability. The Pro Starfire offers a bit more 
speed and slight turn. The Pro version is a great 
choice for players learning to throw for distance. 

MonsterValkyrie ST

Starfire

CH

speed glide turn fade

9 5 -3 1
 Star Sidewinder  150-175 gm $17.99 
 GStar Sidewinder  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Sidewinder 150-175 gm $16.99
 DX Sidewinder  150-175 gm $9.99

• Beginner Friendly
• Roller Disc
• All skill levels

The Sidewinder is one of our best discs for long 
turnover shots and long distance rollers. It has 
great glide and can add distance to anyone’s 
drive, but is ideal for players with less power.

Sidewinder

CHST DX EC

CHST DX

CH DX

CG CHSLST DXPREC

CHST CG

ST DXCH PR

speed glide turn fade

10 5 -1 2

speed glide turn fade

10 4 0 3
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Distance Drivers SPEED  10 Distance Drivers SPEED  11

 Star Max  173-175 gm $17.99 

 Star TeeRex  165-175 gm $17.99

 Star Orc  160-175 gm $17.99 
 Champion Orc  160-175 gm $16.99
 Pro Orc  165-175 gm $14.99
 DX Orc  150-175 gm $9.99

speed glide turn fade

10 4 -1 3

• All around performer
• All skill levels
• Long straight flight

The Orc is a versatile long range Distance Driver.  
It is great for straight ahead power throws and 
long gentle hyzer shots. Suitable for a wide 
range of players.

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $14.99

speed glide turn fade

11 4 0 4

• Windy conditions
• Good for sidearms
• Developed for pros

The TeeRex is a fast, stable to overstable 
power driver with significant glide. This disc 
is recommended for advanced to professional 
level players. A great Distance Driver for windy 
conditions and sidearm throwers. 

Max
speed glide turn fade

11 3 0 5

TeeRex

• Windy conditions
• Overhead shots
• Good for sidearms

Take your game to the Max and maximize your 
power control. The Max is much like a longer 
faster Firebird. Great for forehand drives, 
anhyzer flex shots and long spike hyzer throws. 
Predictable into any wind. Not a disc to put in 
the hands of beginners.  

Orc ST

ST

speed glide turn fade

11 5 -1 3

speed glide turn fade

10 5 -2 2

speed glide turn fade

11 5 -1 2

 KC Star Wraith  165-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Wraith  165-175 gm $17.99  
 StarLite Wraith  130-164 gm $17.99
 Champion Wraith  165-175 gm $16.99
 Blizzard Wraith  130-164 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Wraith  173-175 gm $15.99
 Pro Wraith  165-175 gm $14.99
 DX Wraith  150-175 gm $9.99

 Star Beast  165-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Beast  165-175 gm $17.99  
 Champion Beast  165-175 gm $16.99
 Blizzard Beast  130-164 gm $16.99
 Pro Beast  165-175 gm $14.99 
 Glow DX Beast  165-175 gm $12.99
 DX Beast  150-175 gm $9.99

 PM GStar Krait  165-175 gm $17.99
 Blizzard Krait  130-164 gm $16.99
 Champion Krait  165-175 gm $16.99

• All skill levels
• Top seller!
• All around performer

• Beginner friendly
• Top seller!
• Great glide

• Straight drives
• ‘Go to’ distance driver
• Long shot shaping

The ever popular Wraith is a long, stable 
Distance Driver. The Star Wraith is the driver 
of choice for Twelve-Time World Champion Ken 
Climo. The Wraith provides great distance for 
players of all skill levels.

The Beast is one of our longest gliding 
Distance Drivers. The Beast can increase the 
driving distance of beginners and pros alike. 
It also doubles as a great long distance roller. 
Signature disc for Two-Time World Champion 
Barry Schultz.

The Krait’s unique ability to achieve a mellow 
low speed fade, while simultaneously resisting 
high speed turn makes it a perfect choice for 
long range shot shaping off the tee. Power 
players will be able to use the Krait as a finesse 
driver or long range roller. World Champion 
Paul McBeth has chosen the GStar Krait as a 
signature disc.

Wraith

Beast

SLST DX

Krait

ECCH BL

BL CH

speed glide turn fade

10 5 -4 1
 Champion Monarch 165-175 gm $16.99

• Great glide
• Unique grooved rim
• Roller disc

The Monarch is an innovative disc design. The 
Monarch is a long range Distance Driver with 
a significant high speed turn. This predictable 
high speed turn makes the Monarch a good 
choice for beginning players and those with 
slower arm speeds. The Monarch also makes a 
great roller disc.

Monarch CH PR

CHST DXPR

GL DXPR

Photo by Cody Osborne at Chili Disc Golf in Chili, NY 

CHST BL

GS

GS

GS
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Distance Drivers SPEED  11 Distance Drivers SPEED  12

speed glide turn fade

12 6 -2 2

speed glide turn fade

12 5 0 4

 Star Mamba  165-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Mamba  160-175 gm $17.99 
 StarLite Mamba  130-159 gm $17.99
 Champion Mamba 150-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Mamba  165-175 gm $15.99

 Star Destroyer  165-175 gm $17.99 
 GStar Destroyer  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Destroyer 165-175 gm $16.99
 Blizzard Destroyer  130-164 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Destroyer 173-175 gm $15.99
 Pro Destroyer  165-175 gm $14.99
 DX Destroyer  150-175 gm $9.99

 Star TeeDevil  165-175 gm $17.99
 Blizzard TeeDevil  130-164 gm $16.99

 Star Archon  165-175 gm $17.99 
 Champion Archon  165-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Archon  165-175 gm $15.99

 Star XCaliber  170-175 gm $17.99 
 Champion XCaliber 170-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar XCaliber  172-175 gm $15.99

speed glide turn fade

11 6 -5 1

• Tailwind shots
• Turnover shots
• Out of the box roller

The Mamba has more high speed turn than any 
of our long range drivers, it might be the easiest 
disc to roll when brand new. For those with 
less driving speed, it will add distance. For the 
medium armed crowd, it will shape long lines 
for turnovers and straight shots, as well as hyzer 
flips and even big rolls.

• Windy conditions
• Overhead shots
• Good for sidearms

The XCaliber is for players who have got to have 
the biggest and the baddest. Extremely fast with 
glide and stability. This is the disc for confident 
bombs in windy conditions.

speed glide turn fade

11 5 -2 2

• All skill levels
• Top performer
• Easy to throw far

The Archon is the finesse you need when the 
course throws you curves. It blends the graceful 
long turn of the Katana with the smooth fade of 
a Wraith. This is the disc for players looking to 
master their game and rule the course. 

speed glide turn fade

12 5 -1 2

• All skill levels
• Great glide
• Easy to throw far

The TeeDevil was designed to give the thrower 
huge distance along with complete control. The 
increased glide and decreased fade lead to an 
easily controlled Distance Driver that really rips! 
The TeeDevil was made to be your go-to distance 
driver. An ideal choice for almost any shot off 
the tee.  

Destroyer
speed glide turn fade

12 5 -1 3

TeeDevil

• Top seller!
• All around performer
• Good for sidearms

The Destroyer is a very fast stable long Distance 
Driver.  Great disc for sidearm throwers and 
those with lots of power. Can handle headwinds 
and throws with off axis torque. The Star 
Destroyer is the signature disc for World 
Champion Avery Jenkins. 

Archon CH

Mamba 

ST EC

CH ST BL

           DOMINATOR

XCaliber CHST EC

 Star Tern  160-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Tern  160-175 gm $17.99 
 StarLite Tern  130-159 gm $17.99
 Champion Tern  160-175 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Tern  165-175 gm $15.99• Shot shaping driver

• Out of the box roller
• Great glide

The Tern is a new driver designed for long 
graceful shot shaping. Excellent speed and 
glide and a flight path that maximizes glide 
over the entire flight. The Tern is perfect for 
players looking to stretch their drives out. Power 
throwers will want to try the Champion Tern. 

Tern CH
speed glide turn fade

12 6 -3 2

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

speed glide turn fade

12 6 -2 2
 R-Pro Wahoo  170-172 gm $13.99

• Floats in water!
• Great glide
• Easy to throw far

The R-Pro Wahoo is a long range Distance Driver 
that floats in water and will keep you at the top 
of the food chain. The Wahoo is a fast disc with 
a lot of glide. This disc has a flight similar to a 
Dragon with increased speed and range. 

Wahoo RP

GSST ECCH BL DXPR

Distance Drivers SPEED  12
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Distance Drivers SPEED  13 Distance Drivers SPEED  13

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -1 2

speed glide turn fade

13 6 -2 2

 Star Boss  165-175 gm $17.99
 GStar Boss  165-175 gm $17.99
 StarLite Boss  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Boss  170-175 gm $16.99 
 Blizzard Boss  130-169 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Boss  173-175 gm $15.99
 Pro Boss  165-175 gm $14.99
 DX Boss  150-175 gm $9.99

 Star Katana  165-175 gm $17.99
 Ch. Glow Katana  170-175 gm $18.99 
 Champion Katana  170-175 gm $16.99 
 Blizzard Katana  130-159 gm $16.99
 EchoStar Katana  170-175 gm $15.99
 Pro Katana  165-175 gm $14.99

 Star Vulcan  165-175 gm $17.99
 Champion Vulcan  170-175 gm $16.99
 Blizzard Vulcan  130-159 gm $16.99
 Pro Vulcan  165-175 gm $14.99

 Champion Ape  170-175 gm $16.99 
 Blizzard Ape  130-169 gm $16.99

 Champ. Dominator 170-175 gm $16.99
 Blizzard Dominator 155-175 gm $16.99

 Champion Groove  165-175 gm $16.99

speed glide turn fade

13 5 0 3

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -1 3

• Top seller!
• Developed for pros
• World Record holder!

The Boss is large and in charge. The Boss is the 
fastest long-range Distance Driver with stability 
and control. Great disc choice for sidearm or 
backhand throwers. May not be suitable for 
players with smaller hands. David Wiggins set 
the World Record with a Blizzard Boss thrown 
836 feet in 2012 and then tied that distance 
again in 2013!

• Developed for pros
• All around performer
• Great glide

• Top seller!
• Unique grooved rim
• Great glide

The Dominator is designed to give the best 
of control and long line shaping for higher 
power players. The Dominator has the glide 
to maximize distance with a predicable turn.  
All Dominators have some amount of Blizzard 
bubbles in them.

Get into the Groove. The Groove likes to fly long 
and straight, low or high, sidearm or backhand. 
The Groove’s flight has made it a popular disc 
with a wide range of players.

speed glide turn fade

13 5 0 4

• Windy conditions
• Developed for pros
• Good for sidearms

The Ape can handle the raw, primal power of 
disc golf’s biggest arms. Extremely fast and 
stable, the Ape is a “must have” distance driver 
for windy conditions and sharp doglegs. Sidearm 
drivers will appreciate the Ape’s resistance to 
intense torque. 

Star  158-175 gm $17.99 
Pro  165-175 gm $13.99

• All skill levels
• Easy to throw far
• Tailwind driver

The Vulcan was designed for less powerful 
players that want to throw the shots of their 
dreams. Similar in flight to our Katana with less 
low speed fade. The Vulcan is available in lower 
weights for longer shots. Makes a great long 
range roller. 

Photo by Innova Disc Golf       

Katana

Vulcan

• All around performer
• Great glide
• Easy to throw far

The Katana adds glide and user friendliness to 
our Speed 13 Drivers. The Katana is designed 
for intermediate to advanced players looking 
for extra distance. This disc is exceptional for 
tailwind distance shots. Allows players to throw 
far with ease.  

Ape CH BL

Boss SLST

ST

EC

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -3 2

EC

CH

CH

CHBL

BL

BLPR

PR

ST PRDX

DOMINATOR BL

Groove CH

CH

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -2 3

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -3 3

Player: Team Innova’s David Wiggins Jr.

On April 13th, 2012, David Wiggins Jr. broke 
the world record for distance with a flying disc 
when he threw a Blizzard Boss 250 meters 
(836 feet) in the Nevada desert. 

To recognize David’s amazing achievement, we 
released a signature Blizzard Champion Boss. 
Players will be striving for their own personal 
bests with this hot seller.

David tied his record at the 2013 event 
throwing exactly 250 meters again! This guy 
is no fluke!

CG

speed glide turn fade

13 5 -4 2

GS

836 feet!
A WORLD RECORD!
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Reinvent your game.
Discmania Golf Discs

Reinvent your game.
Discmania Golf Discs

The P1 Putter flight characteristics are very straight at both 
high and low speeds. The P1 is ideal for a putter and it works 
great also as an approach disc.  This is one of the truest 
flying putters available.

The P2 is a unique putter. It has a deeper rim than the P1. 
The P2  provides a greater high speed stability but is not 
overstable at low speeds. This putter can handle higher 
arm speeds and stronger winds and not turn over.  The S 
line plastic is grippy with a firm feel. Not too stiff and not 
too soft,  but just right.

The MD1 is a 21.7 cm Mid-Range driver that will be very versatile for 
both the recreational golfer and the touring pro. Stable, quick and 
accurate, these discs will hold whatever line you throw. Tight fairway 
shots, medium range drives, long turnovers and really long approach 
shots are not a problem for the MD1. Great feeling rim for a smooth 
and controlled release every time.

The MD2 (Fiend) is a 21.7 cm diameter disc that is straight 
flying, quick and accurate. The MD2 is more wind resistant 
that the MD1.  It has a flight between the Coyote and the 
Roc.  Windy or calm, the MD2 will hold the line for hyzer, 
straight or turnover shots.

The GM, (Greater Mid-Range)  is a unique disc. This disc falls 
between a Mid-Range and Fairway Driver.  You may have seen this 
disc before as the Gremlin in the Innova line. Available in dynamic 
D-line plastic as well as our grippy and durable S line plastic.

Leo Piironen
2012 Finnish ChampionThe FD (Fairway Driver) flies like a cross between a  Leopard 

and a TeeBird. It delivers the best of both discs with the glide 
of the Leopard and the speed of the TeeBird.  Predictable 
long straight flyer for when you want to stay on the fairway. 
Beefier rim offers a better feel in the hand.

 S-Line $17.99

 C-Line $16.99

 Blizzard C-Line $16.99

 P-Line $13.99

 D-Line $9.99

Plastic type Durability rating Grip rating Similar to Innova’s
DURABILITY GRIPS-Line Plastic Star Plastic

DURABILITY GRIPC-Line Plastic Champion Plastic

DURABILITY GRIPP-Line Plastic Pro Plastic

GRIPDURABILITYD-Line Plastic DX Plastic

DURABILITY

www.discmania.net

Discmania Golf Discs is a European based company 
established in 2006. Discmania manufactures some 
of the World´s finest Golf Discs in association with 
Innova Champion Discs.

The MD3 features a sleek profile that is easy to grip even 
if you are not that accustomed to mid-range drivers. It is 
designed to function as your workhorse mid-range off the 
tee as well as for shorter approaches.

The P-3 is fast for a putter and is a very torque resistant 
flyer.  The P-3 has a lower profile than a normal putter and 
can also be used like a mid-range for long approaches.  
The durable C-Line plastic means extra durability and long 
lasting flight characteristics.  Gold plastic available 

in US and Europe.

 Silver plastic 
available for European 
distribution only.

Discmania Pricing and Plastic Information

MD3

GM - Gremlin

FD - Jackal

MD2 - Fiend

P3

MD1

P2 - Psycho

P1 - Maniac

Simon Lizotte
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For latest info:

www.facebook.com/discmania

The Rush (TD - Turning Driver) is the feeling players will 
get throwing this screaming monkey.  The Rush  has a 
nice consistent understable turn. The Rush evolved in the 
footprint of the Roadrunner. You’ll be howling when the 
Rush finds a banana yellow DISCatcher.

The PD Freak (Power Driver) is a fast and stable driver 
which is very resistant to the wind. The PD has good 
glide and is useful for sidearms, stable power shots 
and long flex shots.  Lighter weights, especially 150 
class, are recommended for less experienced players.

The Hysteria (DD) is a Distance Driver with great accuracy. 
It has the predictability of a TeeBird with more distance. 
The flight stability falls between a Wraith and a TeeRex. 
It has more high speed stability than a Wraith, less low 
speed overstability than a TeeRex with similar distance.

The Chaos - PD2 - is a very fast and stable driver which is 
very resistant to the wind. It has a longer range than the PD 
(Power Driver), with the same ability to perform sidearm 
shots, stable power shots and long flex shots. This disc 
is recommended for experienced players. It has a flight 
characteristic similar to Innova’s XCaliber.

The Discmania Frenzy - DD2-  is the farthest flying Discmania 
brand driver and one of the longest flying Innova produced disc 
models. This disc offers tremendous speed with good glide and 
great control! The Frenzy is a hybrid of the Katana and the Boss. 
You get the best of both discs in the DD2 Frenzy!

The CD Craze (Control Driver) is an all-purpose driver 
that has good range and reliability in most wind 
conditions. It can be thrown for straight flights, soft 
hyzer shots and long turnovers.  The CD is versatile, 
reliable and easy-to-throw.

Reinvent your game.
Discmania Golf Discs

 The Fever (TD2)  is a disc best suited for anyone seeking to 
get more distance with less effort. It is the most understable 
disc in the Discmania line-up.  Awesome for rollers and long 
turning shots for intermediate to pro players. 

Juho Rantalaiho

Simon Lizotte

www.discmania.net
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Reinvent your game.
Discmania Golf Discs

DD - HysteriaCD - Craze

PD2 - ChaosTD2 - Fever

TD - Rush DD2 - Frenzy

Flight PathsPD - Freak
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Innova Disc Golf Sets are the perfect items for new players and they 
make great gifts. They let new players enjoy disc golf quickly. Easy to stock 
and easy to sell.  

I-Dye Golf Discs offer players a way to show their style and to 
differentiate their discs from other players. Stock a selection to appeal to a 
wide range of players.

Night disc golf adds a totally unique twist to the game. Darkness can 
make any course fun and challenging. Our Glow Discs let you play till the 
sun comes up. 

With disc golf growing in all age groups, DX Lite discs offer popular 
models in youth specific weights. Lighter weights mean learning is easier 
and the discs go farther and straighter. It’ll be easy to hook young players 
on the sport with age specific discs!

I-Dye Golf Discs 
Add unique color to your game with I-Dye Discs. Each disc 
is individually dyed with bold colors and exciting designs. 
No two are exactly alike. These discs look great flying 
down the fairway. I-Dye discs are available in the Innova 
Pro, Champion and Star plastics. Availability is limited 
to stock on hand with new shipments arriving frequently. 
Weights vary by model. Call for current inventory.

I-Dye Pro Discs Asst. Weights $16.99
I-Dye Champion Discs Asst. Weights $19.99
I-Dye Blizzard Discs Asst. Weights $19.99
I-Dye Star Discs  Asst. Weights $20.99

DX Disc Golf Set
A perfect choice for the newer player. A well 
rounded set of DX discs in ideal weights for 
newer players. This trio includes our best sellers 
and is all you need to get started. Includes a 
Driver, Mid-Range and Putter.

DX Disc Golf Set $28.99

Champion Disc Golf Set
For the player that gets hooked quickly and 
wants the best stuff, we’ve developed the 
Champion Disc Golf Set. It includes a Driver, 
Mid-Range and Putter in our most durable and 
vibrant Champion material. Players can get 
everything they need to start training to be a 
champion with one easy purchase.

Champion Disc Golf Set $49.99

DX Lite - Golf Discs for Kids 
The sport of disc golf is growing at a rapid pace. As it 
grows, new players are getting younger and younger. 
Our DX Lite discs are specifically designed for kids. 
Lighter weight discs are easier for kids to throw. They 
are also ideal for senior players for the exact same 
reason. Disc golf is an excellent sport for young and 
old. It involves casual walking, some aerobic activity 
and plenty of excitement. 

DX Lite Polecat 105, 125-135 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Sonic 130 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Aviar 125 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Cobra 130 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Shark 130 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Skeeter 130 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Leopard 130 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Valkyrie 130 gm  $9.99
DX Lite Viking 130 gm  $9.99

Glow DX Models
Glow DX Aviar 165-175 gms  $12.99 
Glow DX Roc  165-180 gms  $12.99
Glow DX Valkyrie 165-175 gms  $12.99
Glow DX Beast 165-175 gms  $12.99

Glow Champion Models
Glow Ch. Mako 170-180 gms  $18.99
Glow Ch. Valkyrie 165-175 gms  $18.99
Glow Ch. Roadrunner 165-175 gms  $18.99
Glow Ch. Katana 165-175 gms  $18.99

Model and weight availability varies

Glow-In-the-Dark Golf Discs 
Don’t stop playing when the sun goes down. 
Innova’s Glow discs are made with a 
rechargeable glow-in-the-dark plastic that 
has a unique feel and allows play to 
continue in the dark. Simply use a portable 
black light, camera flash attachment or 
flashlight to charge glow discs before play 
and between shots. 
Innova now carries a selection of DX and 
Champion discs that glow in the dark. DX 
Glow is a favorite of players who like the 
unique grip. Champion Glow offers a 
durable long lasting alternative to DX. All 
our models are chosen for long straight 
flights, ideal for night play.

For scholastic disc golf programs, see EDGE on page 63
Photo by: Pam Sheets

Photo by: Robbie McCarthy

Photo by: Betty Spitzberg

Available models change, please call for current models.

More Golf Disc Options More Golf Disc Options
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SUPERSTAR

Flying disc seeks flying dog
Much like the SuperHero, the SuperStar is made for 
fun and fetching. Made from our popular Star Plastic, 
the SuperStar goes where you throw it. The SuperStar 
is competition ready at 130 grams. Identical to our 
SuperHero, but a little lighter and in a softer plastic. 
Make your dog a SuperStar!  
Diameter: 23.7 cm

SuperStar 130 grams  $12.99

SUPERSONIC

Ultimate Disc 
The Pulsar is the official disc of MLU - Major 
League Ultimate. These top professionals 
count on the Pulsar during competition.  
The Pulsar is ready to lead your team to 
its next championship. 
While the Pulsar is the disc of choice for 
top Ultimate players, it is also ideal for a 
game of catch in the backyard or at the 
beach. The Pulsar is approved for USA 
Ultimate tournament play and all PDGA 
events, including Super Class. 

Pulsar 175 grams $9.99

Boxed Pulsar 
The same great Pulsar in a retail-ready box. 
Best ordered in case quantities of 12. 

Boxed Pulsar 175 grams $9.99

SUPERHERO

Made for dogs, loved by humans
Made of amazingly durable plastic, the SuperHero is 
an awesome disc for canine or human. Keep one in 
the trunk for an impromptu game of catch anywhere or 
anytime. It may be the best disc made for teaching new 
players about disc flight. The SuperHero comes in a wide 
range of vivid, translucent colors. Choose your stamp, 
SuperMan or SuperDog. SuperAero variant available in 
lightweight Blizzard plastic!
Diameter: 23.7 cm

SuperHero 136 grams   $13.99 
SuperAero 105 grams   $13.99

Designed for dog disc pros
The SuperSonic is a smaller, lighter version of the 
SuperHero. The SuperSonic weighs in at 112 grams 
making it one of the lightest, most durable dog discs on 
the market. Compared to traditional dog discs, these offer 
much better durability and puncture resistance. Available 
for custom hot-stamping.
Diameter: 21.6 cm

SuperSonic 112 grams  $11.99

Photo supplied by: Ultiphotos.com Photo by: Bruce Peschel 

ZEPHYR
A great all-around disc 
The Zephyr has a very straight and true 
flight characteristic. The Thumtrac® adds 
durability and a great grip, especially for 
sidearms. Approved for Super Class and PDGA 
tournament play. The 160 gm Zephyr is the 
disc of choice for accuracy competitions. 
Diameter: 24.1 cm

Zephyr                     140, 160, 190-200 grams $9.99 

PULSARPULSAR

Pulsar: Official Disc of MLU Recreational Discs

“The Innova disc is more stable and will fly farther without 
tailing off,” says Justin Becker, Head Coach of the Portland 
Stags. “This will make the game more exciting by allowing 
the deep game to be more effective, and give our players the 
chance to prove how athletic they are.

2014 Vancouver Nighthawks team disc.  
2-color stamp

2014 Boston Whitecaps team disc.  
2-color stamp

action photos courtesy of ultiplhotos.com and MLU

HeroDisc team captain, Todd Murnan showcasing his top dogsCustom Pulsars 
The Pulsar is available for custom stamping for 
clubs and events. Choose your disc and stamp 
colors to match your team or theme. 
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Photo by: Tina Olko

This traditional process still reigns supreme and offers the widest 
selection of models to choose from. We offer a variety of foil colors 
to enhance your design.  

Minimum order 50 discs (25 discs minimum per model)

Golf Discs All plastic lines are available for custom

Catch Discs Pulsar, SuperHero, SuperStar

Mini markers Regular, Glow, Metalflake Champion, Star

Lead time 4 weeks

How to Order
Call the Innova Custom 
Department or e-mail at  
info@innovadiscs.com for 
details on graphic design 
specifications and model 
availability. We will gladly help 
you determine which custom 
application is suitable for your 
project. Custom hot-stamp 
design is also available at 
affordable costs. 

Be sure to submit your custom 
order early enough to get your 
discs when you need them.

The latest evolution of the ever popular Custom Fund Raiser 
Program. This process produces the most brilliant high resolution 
images across the face of select Star discs. INNColor™ discs are 
available to PDGA tournament directors and other qualified fund 
raising events. 

Maximum order Varies, dependent on event type

Discs Select models in premium plastics

Lead time 4-6 weeks

Custom Discs
Innova custom golf discs are 
a great way to raise awareness 
for your event. With the right 
market and design, custom 
discs can generate money 
too. Innova can customize 
discs for your course, event, 
or to promote your business. 
Custom discs are a mainstay 
at successful events and help 
raise hundreds of thousands 
of dollars each year. There 
is value in an event stamped 
disc. It tells the world “I was 
there!”

Hot-stamped Discs INNColor™ Discs

We can explain more about these 
programs or find a solution to fit your 
event and budget.

East: 800-476-3968

West:  800-408-8449

Call for more...

Sponsorship Opportunities
Innova supports hundreds of tournaments, 

course development projects, and charity events 
every year. We offer a variety of sponsorship 
options to assist events of all sizes. Our staff 
includes top level event directors and multiple 
world champions. With your vision and our 
experience we can help your event thrive.

Custom Fund Raising 
CFR hot-stamp and INNColor discs are available 

to qualified events and course projects at discounted 
pricing to help meet fund raising goals. CFR hot-stamp 
discs feature your custom line art on highly sought 
after Champion models. CFR INNColor offers high 
resolution, full color images on select Star models. The 
retail purchasers of CFR discs receive certificates of 
authenticity and are eligible to participate in monthly 
Sponsor Rewards prize drawings. Innova awarded over 
$6000 to CFR drawing winners in 2013. 

Want to boost your presence at an event? 
Innova banners can help.   
Dimensions: 8’ x 3’. 
Available in yellow, black and sunset.

Promotion

Custom Disc Designs Innova Sponsorship

Sponsorship Shopping Cart 
Qualified events that complete a custom  

hot-stamp order become eligible to receive bonus 
event sponsorship at no additional cost. Innova 
issues SSC credit based on the size of your event 
custom order. Events then use the SSC credit to 
hand pick additional prize merchandise. 

*CFR price supported discs are not eligible for SSC credit.

DISCatcher® Target Support
Innova offers reduced pricing to qualified 

events on several DISCatcher® models. These 
targets may be awarded as trophies or prizes. 
Consider holding a raffle, ring-of-fire, or  
hole-in-one contest to entertain players and  
raise additional funds.

Photo by: Tina Olko

Photo by: Matt Scott
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Bag Model Discs Drink holder Pockets Putter pouch For BackSavers CaddySeat Weight Dividers Price  

Starter 6-10 1 small 1 YES NO NO 1 lb. 2 oz. 1 fixed $14.99
Standard 8-12 1 small 3 YES NO NO 1 lb. 14 oz. 2 velcro $28.99
Deluxe 12-18 1 large 3 YES YES YES 2 lb. Soft frame $49.99
Competition 15-20 2 large 3 YES YES YES 2 lb. 6 oz. Soft frame $59.99
DISCarrier 20-25 2 large 4 YES YES YES 3 lb. 2 oz. Soft frame $79.99

Players carrying 8-12 discs will love this bag.  A step up in 
quality and performance over the Starter Bag.  Made with the 
same great materials as our larger bags, the Standard Bag 
is small enough to comfortably carry from one shoulder, yet 
roomy enough for a variety of discs.  The perfect bag for the 
weekend warrior or casual golfer looking for a durable high 
quality bag at a reasonable price.

• Holds up to 12 golf discs
• Two Velcro adjustable compartment dividers
• 32 oz. bottle holder with cinch strap
• Zippered mesh pocket on top flap for valuables
• Velcro side pocket holds minis, snacks and phone
• Easy access front Putter pocket
• Padded adjustable shoulder strap

Standard Bag

Red/
Graphite

Black/
Graphite

Camo/
Graphite

$28.99 $49.99 $59.99 $79.99

Gun Metal /
Black

Bright Red/
Black

Dark Navy/
Gun Metal

The Competition Bag is an ultra-light and ultra-durable full size bag designed to 
carry up to 20 discs. Includes a lightweight internal disc frame to add support 
and organize discs. While other heavier bags may carry more accessories, this bag 
is extremely lightweight and was designed with comfort in mind. 

• Holds 15 - 20 discs
• Lightweight internal frame with dividers
• Elastic Putter pocket with mini pocket and pencil holder
• Constructed of 100% Nylon 1260 Denier
• Two 32 oz. bottle holders
• Internal zippered pocket
• Two zippered gear pockets – one with internal cell phone holder 
• Compatible with BackSaver Straps and CaddySeat
• Available in five color combinations
• Padded adjustable shoulder strap

Competition Bag

Moss Green/
Khaki

Orange/
Gunmetal

Deluxe Bag

GreenNavyBlack

The Innova Deluxe Bag is an excellent choice for all players. The 
Deluxe Bag is a durable, spacious bag with room for 12 to 18 discs 
plus accessories. Includes a lightweight, removable internal disc frame 
to add support and organize discs. The Deluxe Bag has a front Putter 
pocket plus a large zippered side pocket to hold additional equipment 
and accessories. Shoulder strap included.

• Holds 12-18 golf discs
• Lightweight internal frame with dividers
• Water resistant with reinforced bottom
• Padded adjustable shoulder strap
• 32 oz. bottle holder with cinch strap
• Two outer pockets and a mesh zippered pocket on rainflap
• Quick access front Putter pocket 
• Compatible with BackSaver Straps and CaddySeat

We redesigned the DISCarrier this year for better strength and functionality. We 
enlarged the right side pocket and moved the water bottle holder in there, for 
better flexibility. It’s big enough for a midweight pullover now. Otherwise, it is 
the same great Hero Disc constructed bag you love. The DISCarrier features a 
lightweight internal frame to keep the overall weight at a minimum—Beefy enough 
to handle all your tournament supplies. Shoulder strap included.

• Holds 20 - 25 discs
• Constructed of 100% Nylon 1260 Denier
• Lightweight internal frame with dividers
• Two large drink holders – each can hold up to a 32 oz. bottle
• Two large compartments with internal organizers 
• Zippered pocket for mp3 player/cellphone holder
• Extra wide Putter pocket with mini marker pocket
• Pockets for scorecard and pencils
• Compatible with BackSaver Straps and CaddySeat
• Padded adjustable shoulder strap

DISCarrier Bag

Black/
Gun Metal

Bright Red/
Gun Metal

Dark Navy/
Gun Metal

The Innova Starter Bag is an affordable choice for new 
players or folks who don’t carry a lot of discs. It is lightweight 
and designed to hold 6 to 10 golf discs. The Starter Bag is an 
ideal choice for youth players. Folds flat, perfect for travel.

• Our most affordable bag
• Room for 10 discs
• Our lightest bag
• Easy to pack for travel
• A great gift for a beginner
• Adjustable and detachable shoulder strap.

Starter Bag $14.99

Blue/ 
Light Grey

Red/
Charcoal

Compatible with BackSaver Straps

Compatible with CaddySeat

Has internal soft frame

Disc Golf Bags Disc Golf Bags

Navy/ 
Graphite
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Be kind to your spine, wear BackSaver Straps. Made to fit 
our DISCarrier, Competition and Deluxe Bags. Durability, 
comfort, and all day support.

• 4-way adjustable for many body types
• Properly configured, our BackSaver Straps can help 

reduce back fatigue
• Adjustable sternum strap for more comfort on hikes
• Can be combined with our CaddySeat on compatible 

bags (see inset)

BackSaver Straps $24.95
The CaddySeat was specifically engineered to integrate with 
Innova BackSaver Straps and CaddySeat compatible bags. 
With our BackSaver Straps, the lightweight aluminum seat 
doubles as a backpack frame and offers built-in lumbar 
support. CaddySeat is sold separately, and only works with 
Innova BackSaver straps and CaddySeat compatible bags. 
(See illustration)  

CaddySeat $39.95
Our Caddy Combo is a pair of BackSaver Straps and a 
CaddySeat that comes pre-assembled. The CaddyCombo 
transforms a compatible Deluxe, Competition or DISCarrier 
into a CaddyPack. The Caddy Combo doubles as a 
backpack frame allowing the weight of the bag to rest 
on the built-in lumbar pad. Seat/Strap can be used as a 
handle, to reduce bending over. Adjustable to provide a 
custom fit for each player.  

• Only for use with compatible bags (see inset)
• Seat holds up to 250 pounds
• Seat includes adjustable Lumbar support
• Reduces bending to pick up your bag

Straps/Seat Combo $64.90
Due to the popularity of the DISCarrier Caddy Pack, we now 
offer the Caddy Pack in three versions: the DISCarrier Caddy 
Pack, Competition Caddy Pack and Deluxe Caddy Pack.

Enjoy the convenience of the Caddy Pack. No more worries 
about leaving your chair behind or having to choose between 
carrying a seat or an umbrella. The lightweight CaddySeat 
doubles as a backpack frame and offers built-in lumbar pad 
for added comfort.   

Complete Caddy Pack Sets

+ =

Look for these straps 
on the back of 
Deluxe, Competition, 
and DISCarrier bags. 
These straps were 
engineered for the 
Caddy Pack system.

Our Caddy Packs come complete with a DISCarrier, Competition 
or Deluxe bag in your choice of color, a set of BackSaver Straps 
and the CaddySeat. Integrated BackSavers and CaddySeat are 
pre-assembled and can be adjusted to provide a custom fit for 
each player. 

Deluxe Bag Caddy Pack $114.95

Competition Bag Caddy Pack $124.95

DISCarrier Bag Caddy Pack $144.95

Disc Golf Bags Disc Golf Bags

Photo by Innova
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Air Force Jersey
Feel and look sponsored in the Innova Air 
Force Jersey. This synthetic medium weight 
breathable jersey is perfect for tournament 
time or casual play. Featuring two-tone fabric 
and complimenting screen print graphics. 
Color options may change.
Sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL

Short Sleeve Air Force Jersey $24.99

Long Sleeve Air Force Jersey $29.99 

Short sleeve colors: Black, Red, Blue 

Long sleeve color: Black, Blue

Innova Shift Tee
A new look for the Innova logo in striking color 
contrast. 50/50 cotton blend for comfort year 
round. Color options may change.
Sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL. 

Shift Long-Sleeve Tee $19.99 
Shift Short-Sleeve Tee $14.99

Colors:Safety yellow, Safety orange, Charcoal

Innova Shift Hoodie
We’ve given our hoodie a modern look with 
a cool two-tone outline Innova logo. A soft 
fleece interior and the 60/40 cotton/poly 
blend offers warmth AND breathability. Draw-
string hood and gathered cuffs keep the cold 
out when you need it. There’s a headphone 
eyelet in the front pouch so you can listen to 
tunes without the cords messing with your 
drives.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Innova Hoodie $34.99

Colors: Charcoal, Navy 

Mesh-Back Cap
This “trucker” hat features the new “outline” logo. Ideal in 
the heat of summer. Plastic snap adjustment strap for the 
right fit.  
Available in neon yellow, neon orange, brown, and black. 
One size.
Mesh-Back Cap $14.99

Unstructured Golf Cap
This cap is old school cool. 100% cotton with a short bill and 
a low profile. Strap and buckle adjuster in back.  
Available in grey and khaki. One size.  
Unstructured Golf Cap  $14.99

Splash Tee
This new design is available in a variety of colors. 
It features our new splash target design. 100% 
preshrunk cotton. 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Short Sleeve $14.99

Colors: Burgundy, Black, Blue

Roc Ultra Blend Tee
This traditional Roc design t-shirt is ultra light and 
ultra cool for those hot disc golf’n days. A mix of 
polyester and cotton for comfort and cooling. Side-
seamed, taped neck and shoulders with double-
needle sleeve and bottom hem. 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Short Sleeve $14.99

Colors: check for latest colors

Disc Golf Apparel Disc Golf Apparel

Roc Ultra Blend Tee

Splash Tee

Roc Ultra Blend Tee

Fleece Beanie

I-Dry HP Polo Shift Long Sleeve Tee & Mesh-Back Cap Shift Hoodie & Unstructured Golf Cap 

Fleece Beanie Shift Long Sleeve Tee & Unstructured Golf CapAir Force Long Sleeve Jersey & Mesh-Back Cap Mesh-Back Cap & Shift Hoodie
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Minis: Fun or Function?
For marking your lie, or playing 
mini golf, our Minis serve a dual 
purpose. Minis are commonly 
used during tournament play to 
mark your lie. That being said, 
our minis were designed to fly. 

Mini Marker Disc
A must for tournament play. They 
are also great flying discs too. Used 
in mini disc golf for drives and 
putts. About 23 grams.
Mini Marker Disc $1.99

Mini Driver Disc
For mini golf or as a marker, 
the Innova Mini Driver is in its 
element. Weighted specifically 
for mini disc golf, these 
little wonders fly far in windy 
conditions. About 42 grams.
Mini Driver Disc $2.99

Glow Mini Disc
These minis glow great  and can 
be charged before you throw 
them. Great for night golf and 
UFO photography. About 23 
grams. 
Glow Mini Disc $2.99

Star Mini Disc
New this year, the Star Mini is 
made of durable Star plastic 
and weighted for fun on the 
mini course. 
Star Mini Disc $3.99

DewFly Towel
The same great smooth texture, but in 
new colors and a larger size offer a more 
appealing value. At approximately 17” 
by 17”, The DewFly is big for messy or 
wet rounds. Available in blue, orange 
and black. 
DewFly Towel $7.99

Super Shammy Towel
The Super Shammy will keep your discs 
dry for throws even when mother nature 
wants ‘em wet. Great for rounds in the 
rain. The unique chamois-like material 
doesn’t collect dry leaves and is soft to 
the touch. Not an animal product.
Super Shammy $7.99

FlyDry Towel
We’ve redesigned the FlyDry to better 
serve you in your moment of need. It 
now has a looped strap. Thread it onto 
your bag or a belt loop to keep it close 
at hand. Hang it up for quick drying so 
you can use it again soon. Trust us, you 
will. Black only.
FlyDry Towel $7.99

PDGA Official Rules Book 
Learn more than the basics. This little 
book is a must for your disc golf bag 
and your bedside table. Small enough to 
fit in any disc golf bag.
PDGA Rules Book $3.00

PDGA Course Directory
This 368 page guide is chock full of 
course info around the world. Bound 
like a paperback, the newest edition is 
big and has lots of maps to help you 
find disc golf anywhere in the world!
Broken down by state and country. 
Each listing has driving directions from 
a main road and descriptions of the 
course and facilities. A must have for 
the traveling player. 
PDGA Course Directory $22.00

Die Cut Vinyl Sticker
Slap one of these babies on your 
laptop, rear window or refrigerator. 
Anywhere with a flat non-porous 
surface will work. Just stick it.  
8 inches across. Assorted colors
Vinyl Sticker $4.99

Bottle Opener
This cool magnetic bottle opener will 
stay put on your fridge. It’s a mini 
version of a golf disc too! Yellow, blue, 
orange, white, and black.
Bottle Opener $3.00

Disc Golf Gear Disc Golf Accessories

Innova Sticker
Our die cut Innova sticker looks 
sharp almost anywhere. We get 
different colors in from time to time. 
6.5” across. Color choices vary.
Innova Sticker $1.00

Iron-on Patches
These 3-inch patches let ‘em know 
you are in the secret order of the 
Roc. Get them while supplies last. 
Assorted colors.
Roc Patch $4.00 
Air Force Patch $4.00 
Innova Patch $4.00

Drink Coozie 
Keep your drinks cold on or off the 
course with this nifty portable thermal  
jacket. Camo, blue, green, red.
Drink Coozie $3.99

Innova Golf Pencils
Innova pencils come sharpened, 
with erasers and ready to keep score. 
Random colors.
Golf Pencils (Each)     $.50 

Innova Lapel Pin
Brand new for 2014, this premium 
Innova lapel pin is 1.25” long and 
features a titanium metallic look with 
inlaid enamel logo. Great for a tie, bag, 
or your favorite hat.
Innova Lapel Pin     $3.00 

Innova Rubber Keychain
These Keychains can attach to a 
beltloop easily, keeping your keys 
secure and at the ready. These 
rubber 3.5” embossed tags come in 
two colors, yellow and black.  
Innova Keychain $3.00

2014 Innova Calendar
This 14 month calendar is great for 
planning your tour schedule or just 
keeping track of life’s important 
moments or just to enjoy the view. 
2014 Calendar $7.99

Roc

Innova

Air Force
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• The chain assembly features 12 real chains to better simulate a 

permanent DISCatcher® target

• Simple one-action set up and take down

• Just 15 pounds - the lightest portable target available from Innova

• Pentagonal basket improves disc catching from all angles

• The extra wide basket is made of lightweight/durable, quick-
drying mesh fabric

• Includes removable flag and matching tote bag

• Five legs provide a wide sturdy base. Attached anchor rings 
and included anchor stakes serve to secure target on uneven 
surfaces and on windy days

• The DISCatcher® Traveler is the official target of EDGE (Pg. 63)

The DISCatcher® Traveler is available in RED, BLUE 
and YELLOW. 

$149.00

DISCatcher® Traveler - Quick to set up
The DISCatcher® Traveler is ready to accompany you on 

all your disc golf expeditions. The DISCatcher® Traveler is 
the lightest and best catching portable disc golf target on 
the market. Play on camping adventures, beach or mountain 
trips and visits to the park. The Traveler is lightweight and 
easy to set up and take down making it an excellent choice 
for schools and youth camps. The DISCatcher® Traveler 
is always ready to go, and it is great for backyard putting 
practice as well.

DISCatcher® Sport - Full sized & competition ready in 5 minutes
The Innova DISCatcher® Sport is a full-size portable target. Durable construction 

with 18 galvanized chains, yet the DISCatcher® Sport model weighs only 40 pounds. The 
DISCatcher® Sport is an excellent target choice for youth camps, schools, backyard practice 
or to create a temporary course. Constructed of five parts, the DISCatcher® Sport can be set 
up in a few minutes with just a screwdriver. It disassembles for easy transportation or for 
compact storage when not in use. Not meant for permanent outdoor installation. Regulation 
sized and PDGA approved for tournament play. 54 inches tall. 

Features:
• Chain Assembly - Durable 

yellow powder coated target 
top with 18 strands of 
galvanized chains 

• Basket - Powder coated finish 

• Two poles - Two sections with 
powder coated finish

• Base - Our powder coated four 
spoke base is wide enough and 
strong enough to stabilize the 
target, yet is still lightweight.

$199.0054”

DISCatcher® Sport DISCatcher® Traveler

Photo by Dwayne Dowdell

Photo by Dwayne Dowdell
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18 • Target Top — Visible and Durable. Its 
construction is all stainless steel. Each target 
top is also powder coated bright yellow to 
provide great visibility on the course.

• Chains — Made to catch discs and withstand 
abuse. 28 strands of galvanized 2/0 chains.  
(14 outer chains and 14 inner chains at 
alternating distances from the center pole) 

• Basket — Redesigned with 14 spokes and an 
extra ring for structural support. 10” deep 
basket helps prevent discs bouncing out. 
Galvanized 3/8” steel rod construction. 

• Pole — Our hot-dip galvanized 74” pole is 
made with sturdy 1/8” walls. Each is pre-drilled 
for target top, basket, and collar hardware.

• Locking Collar — Hot-dip galvanized finish. 
Securely fits over pole mounted with tamper 
resistant screws. 

• Installation Tube — 24” long hot-dip 
galvanized steel tube. Provides a snug fit for 
the target at PDGA approved height. Aligns 
with locking collar for security. 

Model  Price
DISCatcher® Pro with Installation Tube $425.00
DISCatcher® Pro Portable w/freestanding base $425.00
Course sales   $325.00 ea.

DISCatcher® Pro Portable Target 
The Pro Portable is the ultimate portable target. It has 

all the features of our permanent target on a galvanized base 
for more portability. Four main parts allow you to set it up 
and take it down easily. The target top and base fit nicely in 
the basket for storage. PDGA approved for tournament play. 

1/4” tamper resistant screws and hex-
head bolts and nuts secure the target

Deep basket prevents bounce-outs

28 chains in 3 tiered array 
for superior catching.

Stainless steel for years 
of use.  Yellow powder 
coated for high visibility.

Redesigned basket tray helps keep good putts in. 

MEETS N EW PDGA STAN DARDS
The DISCatcher® Pro was redesigned to catch better than ever and meet the new PDGA 
standards. We added more chains and reinforced the basket tray. Great putts stay put.

H IGH VISI BI LITY TARGET TOP
Our yellow powder coated target top makes the DISCatcher® Pro highly visible. All stainless 
steel construction makes it long-lasting and low maintenance. 

BU I LT TO LAST
Hot-dip galvanized basket, pipe and chains allow our targets to weather the elements for 
years. Our target tops are made entirely from stainless steel.

28 LAYERED CHAI NS CATCH BETTER
14 outer chains and 14 staggered inner chains - Three layers of chains catches more shots. 
Players want more putts to stick. Our new configuration catches more putts.  

I NSTALLATION TU BES I NCLU DED
Don’t pay extra! DISCatcher® Pro permanent target prices include locking collars and 
installation tubes. 

PDGA APPROVED
DISCatcher® Pro permanent and portable models have received Championship certification 
by the PDGA. It is ideal for all levels of tournament play. 

We have improved our state-of-the-
art DISCatcher® Pro target from top to 
bottom. On the top, we have increased 
our number of spokes from 12 to 14. 
Each DISCatcher® Pro now has a 28 
chain assembly featuring 14 outer 
chains and 14 inner chains. More chains 
provide improved “catchability”. We also 
improved the DISCatcher® Pro basket 
bottom as well. The basket tray now 
features 14 spokes and an extra bottom 
ring. This adds structural strength while 
improving disc containment.  

The DISCatcher® Pro represents 
the state-of-the-art in disc golf target 
technology. The Innova DISCatcher® Pro 
is the best catching and most visible 
disc golf target. The DISCatcher® Pro 
is a favorite of parks departments and 
course professionals — since 2006 over 
1000 new courses were installed using 
DISCatcher® Pro targets. The bright 
yellow band improves visibility from the 
tee and also distinguishes the disc golf 
course to other park visitors.

The price of the DISCatcher® Pro 
Permanent includes locking collar and one 
installation tube for in-ground installation.

The DISCatcher® Pro was designed 
to improve scoring from near and far.  
There is no better choice for players.

More Chains, Better Basket

Photo by Levi Wilcox

Permanent Model Features

In-line nubs prevent skip-aways

Photo by: Lauren Lakeberg

DISCatcher® Pro DISCatcher® Pro 

pro

pro
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SkillShot™ Portable Target 
The Innova SkillShot™ is the original 

lightweight portable disc golf target. It weighs 
in at 26 pounds with a 16 chain assembly. The 
SkillShot™ allows you to play disc golf in the park, 
on your next camp-out or around the backyard. 

It is affordable, easy to transport, catches great 
and is PDGA approved. It comes complete with 
stakes, flag and carrying bag. Weight: 26 lbs.

Available in blue, black, green, and red.

$149.00

Features:
• Umbrella Action - Pops up in seconds and 

collapses quickly too 

• 16 Chains - 16 zinc plated chains grab and 
hold discs

• Tripod Base - Powder coated tripod base 
allows for basket to be mounted on 
uneven ground 

• Stakes - Tent stakes and rings on each foot 
for added stability when needed

• Colorful Skins - 600 denier polyester skins. 
The SkillShot™ comes in a variety of colors 
to suit your needs.

• Convenient Carry Bag - Great for storing 
the SkillShot™ in your car

Convenient Carry Bag

• Students learn through hands-on 
lessons using real golf discs and 
equipment 

• EDGE curriculum also teaches 
fitness, math skills, courtesy and 
environmental responsibility

• SkillShot™ standardized 
fundamentals testing allows 
students to test the skills they 
have learned

Educational Disc Golf Experience, Inc. is recognized as a charitable, non-profit educational organization under Section 501 C (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Educational Disc Golf Experience (EDGE)
EDGE is a non-profit that was founded to introduce the fun, lifetime 

sport of disc golf to young people. The EDGE curriculum introduces the 
rules and techniques of disc golf while providing teaching points on life 
skills, such as responsibility and cooperation. Additionally, students will 
learn the life-long benefits of an active lifestyle.

Getting the EDGE DVD
This DVD allows students 

to see how the world’s best disc 
golfers play the sport of disc golf. 
Learn by watching 12-Time World 
Champion, Ken Climo, throw a 
tee shot in super slow motion. 
Forehand, backhand, putting and 
basic rules… Get your students 
playing at their best. 

$19.99

Help Grow the Sport!
You can help grow the sport by requesting EDGE 

brochures to give to local teachers and youth leaders. For 
more information e-mail us at:  
info@edgediscgolf.org or call 1-866-391-3343. 

   
www.edgediscgolf.org 

The Basic Package Gets You Started
The EDGE Basic Package is designed to provide everything needed 

to teach disc golf. Check out all the gear you’ll get to start teaching 
disc golf. 

• 1 EDGE Curriculum for teaching all age groups
• 1 EDGE “Getting The Edge” instructional DVD
• 50 age appropriate golf discs
• 4 portable, collapsible targets
• 50 mini marking discs
• 5 Ultimate discs
• 1 Edgebee set (2 soft discs)

$799.95 (shipping included)
Special pricing available for qualified institutions. 

SkillShot™ Target & DISCatcher® Mini EDGe Disc Golf

22”

Photo by: Lawrence Nunes

Denali National Park

EDGE School 
Program Benefits

DISCatcher® Mini - Play Indoors or Out 
The Innova DISCatcher® Mini basket is the perfect trophy basket 

to award to top competitors in tournaments. It is also a great basket 
for your mini golf course. Create your own cool course in your yard. 
Pool a bunch of baskets together and set up a temporary course at 
your local park. With 18 real chains and solid steel construction, the 
DISCatcher® Mini works like the real deal. 22 inches tall.

Available in traditional Innova yellow or chrome.

$99.00

Photo by: Adam Wright

Photo by Innova
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Expert disc golf course design is a 
growing and significant part of park and land 
development planning. The Innova Course 
Design Team has extensive experience and 
unique insight into the successful creation of 
disc golf facilities. Our design team can meet 
the requirements for any project - whether it 
is for a demanding World Championship level 
course, a private use facility or small local 
park with limited land and resources.  

Take the first step in getting your course 
in the ground. Let us review your project 
plans or visit your site. This will allow us 
to make realistic estimates that suit your 
specified needs. 

The Innova Course Design Team will work 
with you or your client in every step of the 
course planning process:

• Site Selection Consultation
• Site Planning & Proposal
• Cost Projection
• Project Presentation
• Phase Development
• Labor/Hardware Installation Bids

Call us today to 
request our free Course 
Design Brochure. It is 
a valuable tool that 
will help you make an 
informed decision. 

9 Hole Course
Price with Signs $3325
9 DISCatcher® PRO targets with 
locking collars & installation tubes $2925
9 INNOsign Tee Signs $360
Rules & Safety sign $40

INNOsign Tee Signs
The new INNOsign Tee Sign is 

designed for value and simplicity. 
We make the frames in our own 
factory and custom print each 
sign with your detailed specs, 
hole number, distance, and par. 
Each has a protective Lexan® 
sheet and aluminum printed sign. 
They are supplied with hardware 
to mount them to wooden posts. 
We recommend treated 4x4 fence 
posts.

$40.00 each

Installation Tubes         
Galvanized to last, this installation 

tube is the same as the one that 
comes with our DISCatcher® PRO 
permanent model. 

Install multiple pin positions to mix 
it up a bit. Move them around to create 
more variety and fun. Perhaps a winter 
short position to allow players to play a 
faster round when the days are short.

$25.00 each

We do everything we 
can to grow the sport of disc 
golf and it all starts with 
new course development. 
We offer simple solutions to 
get your course developed 
and in action! 

Our nine and eighteen 
hole packages save you $100 
per target. Packages can 
be customized to fit your 
property and vision. 

It doesn’t matter if it is 
three holes or twenty-seven 
holes. We can help get your 
course in the ground fast. Let 
us work with you to build a 
course package that fits your 
specific goals and budget. 

Get Your Course In The Ground Custom Color DISCatchers®

Is your course in need of a blast of new 
color? Do you want to install a course that 
matches your school colors? Maybe your course 
has two permanent target locations, give one a 
special color. You now have the power!

DISCatcher® targets are now available in a 
multitude of colors. We will work with you; be it 
for a backyard target or an entire course. Please 
contact Innova for more information and pricing.

Save 24% when you order your course!

Stanley DGC, Stanley, Idaho  
Photo by: JT Kidd of Tiger Hawk Photography

Chattooga Belle Farm Disc 
Golf Course, Long Creek, SC
Photo by: Adam Wright 

Picnic Island DGC - Tampa, FL
Photo by: Russ Argo

Ashe County Park - Jefferson, NC
Photo by: Todd Patoprsty

Photo by: Stuart Neal

The Course at University Beach - Clemson, SC

Call the Innova Course Design Team: 
800-476-3968

Disc Golf Courses Disc Golf Development

Trust the Disc Golf Experts

18 Hole Course
Price with Signs   $6610
18 DISCatcher® PRO targets with 
locking collars & installation tubes $5850
18 INNOsign Tee Signs $720
Rules & Safety sign $40

You’ll need some tools, concrete, signposts, 
locks and appropriate hardware for mounting signs. 
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Disc golf is growing and Innova products are in high demand. 
The greater selection our dealers have to offer, the greater the 
potential to reach more customers.

We offer retail display fixtures that work with your existing 
fixtures or stand alone. Customize the look of your display to meet 
the needs of your customers. If you need “how to throw” charts, 
disc selection charts, window decals or brochures, we’ll be glad 
to send them along in your next order.

www.discgolfunited.com
800-476-3968

Events
A complete online registration and event 
management system. Collect and manage 
fees, data, and scores. Trusted by hundreds of 
events and thousands of players.

 � No experience required

 � Fully customizable

 � Registration in real time

Courses
Find a course near you or browse through 
over 5000 listings.

Trust the Disc Golf Experts Attract Customers with Display Products

Cardboard 
Display Box

Our cardboard display 
boxes allow discs to be 
displayed on most shelves. 
They can also be mounted 
to gridwall. Each cardboard 
display fits up to 12 drivers 
or 10 Putters.

Hanging Display Brackets
Our display brackets now come in 6 and 12 disc 

sizes. They allow you to easily and neatly arrange 
your Innova discs. Order the type for your particular 
mounting system: gridwall (also available), slatwall or 
pegboard. Call for more info.

Bracket Placards
We have convenient printable 

placard sheets on our website. 
Just go to Downloads > Retail 
Disc Placards. 

Display your inventory on our 
specially designed brackets

Whether you have a small or large section to give 
to your Innova inventory, our disc racks are the easiest 
way to present your selection to customers. Our 
waterfall brackets can hold up to 12 discs each, and 
allow buyers to browse for their disc of choice without 
removing all of the discs displayed in front of it. 

Each bracket has a faceplate designed to fit a 
placard for that particular model or type, all available 
to download and print straight from our website. 

12-disc Gridwall

6-disc Slatwall/

Pegboard

POP Materials
Call our sales representatives and we’ll 
help you get set up to attract players, 
new and experienced: Charts and 
pamphlets to help players find the right 
disc. Signs and banners will help players 
discover your disc golf selection.

A. Disc Selection Charts   B.  Authorized Dealer window decal     
C.  Small folding brochure  D. What is Disc Golf brochure  E. Ken Climo sign    
F. 4 foot by 2 foot Nylon Banners - Yellow or Black  

Better in the wind, harder to turn over

Easier to throw far, turn over or roll

Better for power players

Better for players with less power

DISTANCE DRIVER DISCS

Better in the wind, harder to turn over

Easier to throw far, turn over or roll

FAIRWAY DRIVER DISCS

Better for power players

Better for players with less power

DISTANCE DRIVER AND FAIRWAY DRIVER DISCS

An All-American no excuses Fairway Driver. Live free and �y hard.

7| 4| -1| 3

Eagle

Floats in water! A great beginner disc that is easy to throw far. Great grip. 150 grams.

8| 5| -2| 2

Dragon

Just learning? This is your savior. An excellent choice for high altitude drives.

8| 6|-4| 1

Archangel

A leap ahead of Mid-Ranges. Flies straight and smooth and lands with authority.

Gazelle

6| 4| 0| 2A power thrower’s secret weapon. For long thumbers, crazy spike shots and �ick rollers.

6| 3| +1| 5

Whippet

The Viper takes muscle to master. Larger than other drivers. For wind and spike shots.

6| 4| +1| 5

Viper

A silent but deadly force in the woods. A great beginner disc, but pros love it too.

6| 5| -2| 1

Leopard

Want game? The Cheetah can catch it. A �nesse driver with solid fade.

6| 4| -2| 2

Cheetah

For players that demand accuracy and command placement. For ams and pros alike.

7| 5| 0| 2

TeeBird

Make your opponents scream. She can handle power but fades... like a Banshee.

7| 3| 0| 3

Banshee

Tight Lines. The TL was designed for them. A great disc for every player’s bag. 

7| 5| 0| 1

TL

Designed to attack the course with speed and utmost precision. You’ll go wild over it.

12| 5|-1| 2

TeeDevil

Let the Boss work for you. Excellent control and range sidearm or backhand.

13| 5| 0| 3
13| 5| -1| 3

Boss

Transform your game. Maximum distance on the line you choose. 

12| 5| -1| 3

Destroyer

A fast gliding driver for over water shots or just plain distance. Floats in water!

12| 6| -2| 2

Wahoo

Like the name, this disc has natural turn, big glide and is designed for long shot-shaping.

Tern

12| 6| -4| 2
12| 6| -2| 2

SS

Got ample power? Pull the XCaliber out for con�dence in the wind. An eXCellent choice.

12| 5| 0| 4

XCaliber

Get primal! A disc for the knuckle draggers. Speed and stability to overpower wind.

13| 5| 0| 4

Ape

 Launch this disc if you want distance and placement. Low drives will �are at the �nish.

10| 5| -1| 2
10| 4| 0| 3

Starfire

Not for the faint of heart. Wicked fast with massive fade. The Monster fears no wind.

10| 3| 0| 5

Monster

You can tame the Beast! A forgiving �yer provides max distance with generous glide.

10| 5| -2| 2

Beast

A skilled player can command this disc to obey his wishes. Battle long holes with the Orc.

10| 4| -1| 3

Orc

Glide for beginners, turn for power throwers.  The king of long range rollers.

10| 5|-4| 1

Monarch

A driver designed to give new players more distance with less e�ort. Or easy rollers.

11| 6|-5| 1

Mamba

Maximum glide for long drives o� the tee. Unique rim for lighter weights.

13| 6|-2| 2

Groove

Got power? The Firebird can handle it.A pro’s choice for wind and overhead shots.

Firebird

9| 3| 0| 4

Great �rst driver and a phenomenal roller. Easy to throw far, useful for pros too.

9| 5| -3| 1

Sidewinder

The Viking charges forward and doesn't stray far from its course. Victory is yours!

Viking

9| 4| -1| 2

In the air or on the ground: A beginner friendly driver that makes a great roller.

9| 5|-4| 1

Roadrunner

Distance for newer players. Skilled players can master tricky lines. 

9| 4| -2| 2

Valkyrie

11| 3| 0| 5

Max

MAXimize your game in the wind. For shots that must �nish hard, every time.

11| 4| 0| 4

TeeRex

A power driver for big arms and smooth powerful sidearms. Handles power well.

Sharpen your game. Achieve more distance.  Superior glide and turn for most players.

13| 5| -2| 3
13| 5| -3| 3

Katana

The logical choice for warp speed drives. Maximum roller for power throwers.

13| 5| -3| 2
13| 5| -4| 2
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Ape

● ●
Archangel

● 
Archon

● ●●Banshee

Recommended Uses

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended            Floats 

Ape ● ● ●●
Beast
Ape ●
Boss
Ape ● ● ●
Cheetah
Ape ●●●Destroyer
Ape ●●Dominator
Ape ●Dragon
Ape ● ● ●
Eagle
Ape

 


Firebird
● ● ●

Gazelle

●Groove

●Katana

 ● ●
Leopard

●● ●●
Krait

 
●

Mamba

 ●●Max




Monarch

 
●Monster

● ●
Orc

● ●
●

Roadrunner
●

●
Sidewinder

Monster

●
Starfire

Monster

●●●TeeBird

● ● ●
Tern

●●●TeeDevil

● ●●TeeRex

● ●


TL

TeeRex
 ●

●
Valkyrie

TeeRex
●


Viking

TeeRex
● ●●Viper

TeeRex
● ●

●
Vulcan

TeeRex
●Wahoo

TeeRex  
●Whippet

Wraith
● ●

Wraith


XCaliber

IT’S ALL IN 
THE NUMBERS

9| 4| -2| 2

 |    |    |  SPEED
GLIDE

TURN
FADE

SPEED (�rst number)  from 1 to 13SPEED is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Discs with higher numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve their true potential. Typically, a higher speed number means more upwind distance.GLIDE (second number)   from 1 to 6GLIDE measures the disc's ability to stay aloft at di�erent speeds. Typically, more glide means more downwind distance.  Newer players should look for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide.

TURN (third number) High Speed Turn | from -5 to +1 TURN is the tendency of a disc to turn right (for RHBH* throwers) early in the �ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn. A disc rated -5 will turn the easiest and is more suitable for newer players. 
FADE (last number) Low Speed Fade | from 0 to 5 All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will “hook” harder than others. A disc rated 0 is the straightest �nishing while a disc rated 5 will hook the most. * Right Hand Back Hand throws 

www.innovadiscs.com

We recommend 
heavier discs: 
160-175 grams
Crushers will tend 
toward heavier 
weights for more 
accuracy and 
dependability in 
wind.

We recommend 
mid-weight discs: 
150-170 grams
Skilled throwers 
that can control a 
variety of disc 
models will �nd 
uses for discs in 
di�erent weights.

We recommend 
lighter discs: 
130-165 grams
For less powerful 
and newer players, 
lighter discs go 
farther with less 
e�ort. Choose them 
before heavy discs.

FLINGER
up to 250 feet

Choose a disc suited to you

 THROWER
250 to 375 feet

CRUSHER
375 feet on up

Be the master. A fast control driver to conquer the course. Up to 175 gm in Blizzard. 

13| 5|-1| 2

Dominator B

This neutral driver has the �nesse you need when the course throws you curves.

11| 5| -2| 2

Archon

11| 5| -1| 3

Wraith

Grab hold of this versatile distance driver. The spirit of a champion and the drive to match.

SS ESS E
B

CC
PP D SS E CC

Side arm or backhand, shapes long range lines without �ipping. A great power roller. 

11| 5|-1| 2

Krait CCB

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

400 ft

300 ft

200 ft

100 ft

FLIGHT PATHS*

* Flight paths will vary based on skill, power and throwing style. Disc flights represent a flat straight right hand backhand throw in calm conditions at ideal throwing speed.  Dashed flight lines are for RED flight numbers on discs with multiple numbers.

* Flight paths will vary based on skill, power and throwing style. Disc flights represent a flat straight right hand backhand throw in calm conditions at ideal throwing speed.  Dashed flight lines are for RED flight numbers on discs with multiple numbers.

© Copyright 2013 Innova Disc Golf
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Grip / Durability / PerformanceChoose the combination that best fits your needs. DX
Grip 

Durability 

Bene�ts
● Good all-weather grip● Widest range of weights o�ered● Most a�ordable

●         Glow DX is great for night play! 

D

G

DRIVER PRO  
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Driver models tend to glide more than other plastics
● Better grip than Champion and Star● Best choice for raw distance

PP

CHAMPION
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Long lasting durability - made for years of use● Recommended for use by power throwers● Slowest to lose original �ight characteristics●         Glow Champion is great for night play!
GC

G

CC
GC

BLIZZARD
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Lighter weights allow players more distance with less e�ort
● Great for beginners, tailwinds and calm days● Weights under 140 grams also �oat in water!

B

STAR 
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Best combination of grip and durability● Pros prefer the long lasting performance● Grip and performance get better with age●         Star Lite o�ers Blizzard weights in Star
SL

SS

ECHO 
Grip 

Durability

Bene�ts
● Earth-friendly fusion of recycled and new plastics are long lasting and feel great● Improved glide over Star or Champion● Better grip than Star

E

Better in the wind, harder to turn over

Easier to throw far, turn over or roll

Better for power players

Better for players with less power

MID-RANGE DISCS

Better in the wind, harder to turn over

Easier to throw far, turn over or roll

PUTT & APPROACH DISCS

Better for power players

Better for players with less power

PUTTER AND MID-RANGE DISCS

• Good for sidearm shots

• Unique Thumtrac® grip

Pig
When the wind kicks up, throw the 

Pig and bring home the bacon.

3| 1| 0| 3
• Floats in water

• Extra grip

Hydra
Three heads are better than one. 

It �oats, it putts and it approaches.

3| 3| 0| 2
• All skill levels

• Placement shots

Classic Roc
The �rst true approach disc. 

Outclass your opponents.

3| 3| 0| 2
• Easy to putt & throw straight

• Beginner friendly

Dart
Zero in on the target. A straight 

flyer that will hit the mark.

3| 4| 0| 0
• Beginner friendly

• Great glide

Aero
First in �ight. The original golf disc 

is still the straightest.

3| 6| 0| 0
• Placement shots

• Beginner friendly

XD
EXtra Distance for longer approaches. 

A great disc for starting out.

3| 4| -1| 1
• For rollers & turning shots

• Beginner friendly

Wedge
Gain an edge with the Wedge. 

Open the door to lower scores.

3.5| 3| -3| 1

• Windy conditions

• Unique Thumtrac® grip

Rhyno
Charge ahead of the competition. 

Ready to take on any headwind.

2| 1| 0| 3
• Windy conditions

• Durable Star plastic

Aviar Driver
The Aviar for power players. Solid 

performance in all conditions.

2| 3| 0| 2
• Sti� durable plastic

• Developed for power players

KC Pro Aviar
Ken Climo’s putter of choice. Stable 

and sti�. Good for windy approaches.

2| 3| 0| 2
• Soft and �exible

• Extra grip

JK Pro Aviar-X
Juliana Korver’s favorite putter. 

Grippy and dependable.

2| 3| 0| 2
• Firm, grippy plastic

• Easy to putt & throw straight

Yeti Pro Aviar
No more missing links. Low profile 

firm Pro grip. Unique concave design. 

2| 3| 0| 1
• All skill levels

• Easy to putt & throw straight

Aviar Putt & Approach
Our most popular disc. The choice 

of champions for over 25 years. 

2| 3| 0| 1
• All skill levels

• Sti� plastic

Classic Aviar
The straightest flying Aviar. Period.

Stiffer feel and straighter flights.

2| 3| 0| 0

• All skill levels

• Unique Thumtrac® grip

Birdie
When you drive close, you want a 

Birdie. Don't settle for par.

 

1| 2| 0| 0
• Great for kids

• Straight �yer

Polecat
Feel the line. Let it go and it flies 

straight to the pole.

1| 3| 0| 0 • Beginner friendly

• Great for kids

Sonic
Hear the sweet sound of chains 

with this beginner friendly disc.

1| 2| -4| 0

R

D

SS D
D

D
R D

DR
D

DR
CCSS E

• Windy conditions

• Developed for power players

Gator
Quick and powerful, the Gator will 

wrestle the wind.

5| 2| 0| 3
• Windy conditions

• Good for sidearms

Cro
Count on the Cro. It was made for 

power lines and power players.

5| 3| 0| 2
• All skill levels

• Holds a line well

Spider
Weave your way to the target with 

this versatile Mid-Range.

5| 3| 0| 1
• Beginner friendly

• One-disc rounds

Skeeter
Bitten by the disc golf bug? The 

Skeeter will repel bogeys.

5| 5| -1| 1
• Turnover shots

• Easy to throw straight

Panther
A sleek hunter for wooded 

courses. For low, flat drives.

5| 4| -2| 1
• Great glide

• For rollers & turning shots

Kite
Blurring the lines between Mid-Range 

and Driver. A smooth turnover disc.

5| 6| -3| 1

• Long straight Mid-Range

• Holds a line well

Mako
Take a bite out of your score with the 

Mako. Bring your score down under.

4| 5| 0| 0

• Long straight Mid-Range

• Handles power well

Super Stingray
More stable than the original 

Stingray, much straighter at speed.

4| 5| -1| 1

• Unique Thumtrac® grip

• For rollers & turning shots

Wolf
The Wolf can help you capture 

elusive birdies. 

4| 3| -4| 1

CC
SS E D

SS E GC

• Long straight Mid-Range

• New lower pro�le design

Mako3
Built for straight shots to the pin with 

extra sweet glide on the side.

5| 5| 0| 0

CC

RSS D
SS CC D

• Long straight Mid-Range

• Predictable finish

Coyote
On the hunt? Chase down birdies 

with this untamed Mid-Range.

4| 5| 0| 1

SS CC

• Great glide

• Easy to throw straight

Cobra
Snake through the course. Smooth

turn and fade for fabulous �ights.

4| 5| -2| 2

D
D

RSS D
SS D

• Beginner friendly

• For rollers & turning shots

Stingray
For graceful gliding �ights. Just add 

power for more turn.

4| 5| -3| 1

SS D

• One-disc rounds

• All skill levels 

Shark
No target is safe from the Shark. 

Smooth flights with bite at the end.

4| 4| 0| 2

SS D

• Long straight Mid-Range

• Placement shots

Lycan
Easy to grip and release, the Lycan 

is consistent around the course.

4| 5| 0| 1

SS

• #1 Mid-Range disc

• All around performer

Roc
Like its namesake, this disc is 

larger than life. It’s legendary.

4| 4| 0| 3

GKSS D

• New lower profile design

• Reliable flights

Shark3
Swims smoothly down the fairway. 

Fast and sleek like its namesake.

5| 4| 0| 2

CC

• New lower pro�le design

• Long and stable

Roc3
The Roc for people who love to to 

throw farther down the fairway.

5| 4| 0| 3

CC

• Easy to release

• Predictable finish

Roc+
A mellower Roc for those looking to 

transition into the best Mid-Range.

4| 5| 0| 2
CC R

R
R

D

D

K
SS

RCCSS D

DG
RSS CC

CC

• ‘Go To’ Mid-Range

• Reliable performance

King Cobra
Wind & power resistant. Like a low 

profile Roc with a bit more speed. 

4| 5| 0| 2

CC

Get the inside scoop on new 

releases and tour action by 

liking Innova Discs on 

facebook. Just scan the QR 

code from your phone or go to  

facebook.com/InnovaDiscs

S P E E D

4,5

S P E E D

4

S P E E D

5

S P E E D

2

S P E E D

3

S P E E D

1

Grip / Durability / Performance

R
R-PRO

Grip 

Durability

Benefits
● Good all-weather grip (best in wet weather)

● Flexible plastic feels great in your hand

● Best in cold weather

Choose the combination that best fits your needs. 

KC PRO  

Grip 

Durability

Benefits
● Pro’s choice for Putter and Mid-Range discs

● For those who love the feel of DX, but want a 

longer lasting lifespan

● KC Pro is a sti�er plastic that wears gradually

PK

STAR 

Grip 

Durability

Benefits
● Best combination of grip and durability

● Pros prefer the long lasting performance

● Grip and performance get better with ageSS

ECHO
Grip 

Durability

Benefits
● Earth-friendly fusion of recycled and new 

plastics are long lasting and feel great

● Improved glide over Star or Champion

● Better grip than Star

E

CHAMPION
Grip 

Durability

Benefits
● Long lasting durability - made for years of use

● Recommended for use by power throwers

● Slowest to lose original �ight characteristics

●         Glow Champion is great for night play!
CC
GC GC

D DX 

Grip 

Durability 

Benefits
● Good all-weather grip

● Widest range of weights o�ered

● Most a�ordable

●         Glow DX is great for night play! 

G G

IT’S ALL IN 

THE NUMBERS

9| 4| -2| 2

 |    |    |  

SPEED
GLIDE
TURN
FADE

SPEED (�rst number)  from 1 to 13

SPEED is the ability of a disc to cut through the air. Discs with higher 

numbers are faster, but require more power to achieve their true potential. 

Typically, a higher speed number means more upwind distance.

GLIDE (second number)   from 1 to 6

GLIDE measures the disc's ability to stay aloft at di�erent speeds. Typically, 

more glide means more downwind distance.  Newer players should look 

for discs with more glide. A disc rated 6 has the most glide.

TURN (third number) High Speed Turn | from -5 to +1 

TURN is the tendency of a disc to turn right (for RHBH* throwers) early in 

the �ight. A disc rated +1 is most resistant to turn. A disc rated -5 will 

turn the easiest and is more suitable for newer players. 

FADE (last number) Low Speed Fade | from 0 to 5 

All discs tail o� in the same direction (left for RHBH* shots), but some will 

“hook” harder than others. A disc rated 0 is the straightest �nishing while 

a disc rated 5 will hook the most. 

* Right Hand Back Hand throws 
www.innov

adiscs
.com

NEW DISC

NEW DISC NEW DISC

SLOWER - Speed 1 or 2

Slower putters save 

strokes on the green. 

Missed putts stay close 

to the pin.

LIGHT - 150-169 grams

Lighter putters are 

easier to throw and 

work well for longer 

putts.

HEAVY - 170+ grams

Heavier putters are best 

for windy days and are 

easier to keep near the 

pin.

FASTER - Speed 3 

Lower pro�le putters 

are easier to release and 

feel more comfortable 

in the hand.

We recommend 
heavier discs: 
170 grams to max

To counteract high 

torque throws, 

choose heavy discs 

or discs on the left 

side of the chart.

We recommend 
mid-weight discs: 
165-175 grams

Discs in the center of 

the chart are ideal 

for players who can 

get discs to mimic 

their �ight lines.

We recommend 
lighter discs: 
130-165 grams

Choose discs on the 

right of the chart 

and look for lighter 

weights. They’ll 

make playing and 

improving fun!

FLINGER
Beginners

Choose a disc suited to you

 THROWER
Skilled playersCRUSHER

Power players
1 2 3 4 5300 ft

200 ft

100 ft

FLIGHT PATHS*

* Flight paths will vary based on skill, power and throwing style. Disc flights represent a flat straight right hand backhand throw in calm conditions at ideal throwing speed. 

© Copyright 2013 Innova Disc Golf
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Aero ●●
Aviar Driver


● ●

Aviar P & A


●
Birdie

● 
Classic Aviar

● ●
Classic Roc


● ●

Cobra

●● ●
Cro


 ●

Dart


Gator ●● 
Hydra ●● 
JK Pro Aviar ●
KC Pro Aviar ●
King Cobra


●

Kite ● ●
Lycan

● 
Mako

● ●
Panther




Pig


● ●
Polecat




Rhyno

●●
Wolf


Roc

●
Roc3 ●●
Shark

● ● ●
Skeeter


●

Sonic ●●
Spider




Stingray
●●

Super Stingray
●●

Wedge

●●
XD


●

Wolf

● ● ●
Wedge

●● ●
Yeti Pro Aviar

● ●
XD

●
Shark3


●

Roc+

● 
Mako3

● ●●
Coyote

Recommended Uses

  Highly Recommended      ●  Recommended            Floats 

Disc

A. 

B. 

D. 
C. 

F. 

E. 

Disc  Golf  United™ Outfit Your Pro Shop

DISTANCE 
DRIVER

S P E E D

13

Katana
Give it a little angle and 
watch it bolt out of sight!

13| 5| -3| 3

Star
Pro

DISTANCE 

DRIVER
S P E E D

12

Wahoo
Our fastest driver that 

floats in water. Fear not!

12| 6| -2| 2

Star

Champion

Leagues
All the tools you need to manage your schedule, 
players, rounds, and course info with ease. 
Includes Performance Scoring™, a handicapping 
method developed specifically for disc golf.

 � Store unlimited rounds

 � Multiple scoring formats

 � Online prize fulfillment

Online tools & services

Photo by: Adrian Southern - Winthrop Gold DGC - Rock Hill, SC

West Coast Order Line • 800-408-8449 East Coast Order Line • 800-476-3968 6766



Innova Disc Golf - West
900 South Dupont Avenue
Ontario, CA 91761
Phone 800-408-8449
Fax 909-481-6263
info@innovadiscs.com
www.innovadiscs.com

Innova Disc Golf - East
2850 Commerce Drive
Rock Hill, SC  29730
Phone 800-476-3968
Fax 803-329-3472
info@innovadiscs.com
www.innovadiscs.com

Innova Europe
Lastikankatu 6 H2
33730 Tampere
FINLAND
Tel. +358 10 231 2550
office@innovaeurope.com
www.innovaeurope.com

Innova Japan
501 1-1-9 Nishikubo
Musashino City, Tokyo
JAPAN 180-0013
Tel: +011-81-422-55-6423
Fax: +011-81-422-55-7880
info@herodisc.com
www.herodisc.com

Photo by: Cody Osborne - Whiskey Run DGC, 
Port Colbourne, ON, Canada


